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MH

Mike HOSKING

NH

Nicky HAGER

MH

Dirty Politics broadly claims that the government runs an attack type
campaign using bloggers like Cameron SLATER to attack those they
don’t like. Many of the allegations ironically come from leaked emails
and Nicky HAGAR is with us, good morning.

NH

Good morning.

MH

Given this isn’t a long interview, give us your best shot. Is there
anything corrupt or illegal here, anything that will bring the government
down?

NH

It’s not my job to bring down the government. It is my job to let people
know about the government and what we had was we had was we had
a kind of an attack operation being organised from the Prime Minister’s
office for example the one I said last night was you had John KEY’s
longest term press officer working out of the beehive, Mike SLAW,
breaking into the Labour Party computers, digging out dirt and then
coordinating step by step with Cameron SLATER while he launched
that information on his blog.

MH

Okay we’ve heard that, that’s now in the public domain. That’s that’s
your best bit, that’s as bad as it gets.

NH

No no no, you’ve got John KEY in charge of the SIS and arranging to
have information tipped off to Whale Oil Blog to attack the Labour Party.
There’s outrageous stuff about the Minister Judith COLLINS leaking
information and organising smears with Cameron SLATER. It goes like
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there’s sex attacks on people as in digging out sexual dirt to pressure
and to try to humiliate opponents, it runs on.
MH

Right, okay lets go, lets go to the Labour thing and Jason EDE, are you
accusing him of illegally hacking into the Labour Party computers?

NH

That’s certainly what its, I’m definitely saying that he definitely did hack
into them and whether it’s illegal will be determined but I expect there’ll
probably be a police complaint.

MH

Alright and will he be charged with something?

NH

I don’t know that of course but more important than that than the actual
charging is that when you’re the leader of the country like his boss and
when you’re the leader of the office, you’re responsible for the actions
of your, of your staff and if you get the benefits of the attacks on your
opponents, you’re also accountable for when they’ve done dirty tricks.

MH

Indeed so so my over arching sense of this Nicky is that what you’ve
got here is is an attack style system with, run by the government that
you don’t like fair enough that’s your opinion and you don’t have to, your
argument then would be that we should all be shocked and upset and
outraged by this, am I reading this right so far?

NH

That’s right. I think if you’re a government that runs the we’re friendly
and relaxed and we just and we don’t get involved in negative politics,
then you don’t quietly do your negative politics at the same time and
tryna do it on the quiet with no one knowing.

MH

You’ve gotta be but but Nicky government’s have done this forever.
This is not new or and it’s not news.

NH

Actually it is new and it is news. If you look back to the last time we had
a lot of attack politics which was the Muldoon era. Muldoon used to
stand up and say ‘I’ve got an SIS file’ not sneak it off to his bloggers to
do it or attack people to their front not stab them in their backs. I
actually think people don’t know about this and they’ve got a total right
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to know that politics is being conducted in this way.
MH

So you’re telling me that the vast majority of New Zealanders have no
understanding that governments, as long as I’ve been around in this
industry which is now 30 years, have not systematically leaked passed
on information that’s beneficial to them and negative to their opponents
and they haven’t done that on a regular basis year in year out. This is
all new to everybody is it?

NH

Now you’re twisting what I’m saying, if, what, sometimes all
governments will release information that serves their purpose and
polis, of course they do that but having an organised dirty tricks
campaign where you don’t, where you’re actually using third parties like
bloggers to smear people, to dig out dirt about their personal lives…

MH

Isn’t isn’t a blogger just a modern version of a journalist from the press
gallery, that’s the only difference here.

NH

The difference between a blogger and a journalist in the press gallery is
that bloggers don’t have to obey any ethics so they can go after…

MH

Alright.

NH

…peoples sex lives, they can break the law, they can do all kinds of
things and when a governments prepared to use them in sort of an
uncontrollable attack dog like that, they gotta wear it if comes out and
people find out that they’ve done it.

MH

A couple that you obviously the irony has not escaped you that you
attack people for leaked emails and yet you’re entire books based on
them, leaked emails.

NH

The irony is, the difference is that I am not working for a political party. I
am not part of some secret plots. My job…(inaudible) to the public.

MH

So it makes it alright for you to have leaked emails but not other people.
So Cameron SLATER’s allowed a leaked email to set himself against
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somebody but you’re not allowed a leaked email to publish a book to
damage a government.
NH

(inaudible) your news organisation would happily have received the
same emails as part of informing the public, that’s a completely different
process from having an organised pro…system coming down from the
Prime Minister’s office and Judith COLLINS’ office to smear their
opponents where they’re leaking government information.

MH

Well what are you looking to do, what are you looking to do. You’re
looking to smear the government aren’t you.

NH

Actually no I am looking to inform the public at an election time…

MH

Well that’s what Cameron SLATER’s doing, he’s looking to inform the
public. You just don’t like what he’s informing the public with and you’re
arguing what you’re informing the public is more important than what
Cameron SLATER informs the public with, same material, leaked
information, his is on a website, yours is in a book.

NH

Again, I say I totally disagree. If I was been give…

MH

You can't disagree because it’s a statement of fact.

NH

Would you let me answer the question. If I was been given this
information by the Labour Party or another party and releasing it as my
own, then there would be a completely dishonest process going on
which is what’s happening with Cameron SLATER.

MH

Okay.

NH

I’m being upfront about where I got it and how I’m using it (inaudible).

MH

Well you’re not being upfront about where you got it, where’d you get it
from?

NH

I got it from somebody who is not associated with any party or any
political people who happen to come across it across it because they
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were angry (inaudible).
MH

How did they come across it. How did they come across it.

NH

Because there were a group of people (inaudible)…

MH

They hacked it, they hacked into SLATER’s computer system.

NH

…who broke down his computer yes.

MH

So they broke, they broke illegally broke his computer system, stole his
emails and passed them onto you.

NH

They that did and anybody in the media would have legally and joyously
received such important political information and put it out to the public
which is what I did.

MH

Right. One of the accusations in there is Peter DUNN, there’s an email
there about tobacco money that’s undeclared, this is an email from
SLATER right. You don’t know that emails true do you, that’s just just
SLATER ranting on in a private email correct?

NH

Precisely (inaudible).

MH

So why would you pub…why would you publish something you have no
idea whether it’s accurate or not.

NH

I, because is said in the book that this is only him saying it and it is not
verified (inaudible).

MH

So that’s so that’s legitimate on your behalf is it so you can get stolen
emails that potentially libel people and just publish it and go well that’s
okay.

NH

Okay now I’ll answer the question which is that the particular person
who was putting it out which was Cameron SLATER, we now know was
being paid by the tobacco industry to put information on his blog site in
favour of tobacco on behalf of the tobacco industry (inaudible).
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MH

And what’s wrong, what’s wrong with that.

NH

(inaudible) clearly doing it…

MH

What’s wrong with that.

NH

Just, it just means when he says something about where tobacco
money is going, he knows much more about it than you or I.

MH

That that’s fine and so maybe you’ve exposed Cameron SLATER as a
person who takes money and pumps out peoples information, other
people would call that public relations, that’s got nothing to do with the
government, you drag a government minister in with an allegation that
you don’t know to be true and that’s acceptable journalism in your view
is it.

NH

I’ll tell you once more, when somebody who is working with the tobacco
industry and taking their money privately chats about a minister…

MH

You believe him.

NH

…and claims to know stuff about them when they work with the tobacco
industry, I think that’s very interesting information…

MH

It’s interesting, it’s interesting.

NH

…I said in the book, I said in the book….

MH

But you can't verify it.

NH

Which is exactly what I said in the book.

MH

So you're happy to take stolen emails with information you can't verify
and because they’re interesting, public them.

NH

I put information of the highest public interest before the public at
exactly the time when you should hold governments to account which is
before an election.
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MH

How how are you holding Peter DUNN to account with a piece of
information you don’t know to be true.

NH

Peter DUNN has been suspected of being in the pocket of…

MH

That’s not knowing something to be true.

NH

…(inaudible) for many years.

MH

It’s been, you suspect people of a million things.

NH

Yeah and so when somebody who is working with the tobacco industry
says that about him…

MH

That’s enough for you.

NH

…I wrote I wrote that there is that we do not know if this is true and he’s
already denied it but this is an interesting thing that someone who
works with him says, I think that’s okay.

MH

Alright appreciate your time very much - Nicky HAGAR, the book Dirty
Politics, the main target Cameron SLATER

END OF AUDIO
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ONE News
Q and A : 17/08/2014
“Dirty Politics” Nicky Hager: Source to release information”

SW

Susan WOOD

NH

Nicky HAGER

SW

The author of Dirty Politics Investigative Journalist Nicky Hager joins me
from Wellington today. Good morning to you.

NH

Good morning.

SW

Error ridden left wing ah conspiracy is essentially what Cameron Slater
is saying, please respond to that.

NH

Um when somebody doesn’t wanna answer the real issues of what’s
going on and it was actually been the same with the National Party
Leader, um they call you names and they say you’ve got it all wrong but
actually all I have written is a book which lays out step by step the
evidence of their own words and their own actions so I I think what
we’re seeing is damage control not um not not debate.

SW

Nobody has questioned the veracity of the emails that is true but you
have drawn links, you said this leads to that and this probably means
that, isn’t it time now to put up the evidence to prove those links, the
links to John Key for example?

NH

Ah ac…I think I’ve laid out the information as well as I can but yes
actually um I’m happy I’m actually happy to use your programme to
explain this because in the last few days peop…various journalists have
been saying “Can we please see the material”, John Keys said I’d made
it up at one stage and so I said I have to go back to the source so I’d
like to lay that out now. When I, when I finished the book I was advised
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by my lawyer that I should return all the materials to my source because
a a court judgement had come out which meant that I’m might be forced
because it was a book to hand over all the material and expose my
source. I have since gone back to the source, I’ve done that in the last
couple of days and I’ve said “Can I please start to release the
information” which I’d very much like to do and the source told me no
but what I think what is going on with this source is that the source has
decided that he is going to release the information but not let me do it
and what I’ve asked the source is that the source respect what I have
already done with, if if he does that that he respect what I’ve already
done, which is that he takes out people’s names who aren’t part of the
story, that he doesn’t put in private information which people don’t need
to hear, in other words that he sticks to the things which I did in the
book which is not to have collateral damage while we talk about the
important political issues.
SW

Understood.

NH

Yeah.

SW

I know that you are not going to tell me your source and I’m not even
gonna ask but I’m gonna ask you rule out somebody who has been
named by Cameron Slater.

NH

You’re welcome to do that.

SW

Would you please rule out Kim Dotcom as your source?

NH

Absolutely categorically nothing to do with it and if it had been, I
would’ve said go to someone else.

SW

Is there anything there that has not been released? Have you been
through all the emails? Have you got all the, for want of a better term,
the “dirt”. Is there anything else there in those emails?

NH

Um I had a very large body of material. I actually it’s not a, I haven’t
written a report or a dossier. I tried to write an interesting book which
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people would turn the pages on, I’m a writer and so yes of course
there’s other material there and I think if it comes out which I have a
feeling it is gonna come out, I think if people read it, it will actually be
worse than the book because while I had to make it a readable book
and take things out, when you just go page after page of this cynicism
and the nastiness, that’s quite an experience.
SW

Is there anything there, Mr Slater this morning saying he’s got half of ah
the Caucus , the Labour Caucus there, that he’s got a lot of
relationships with Labour um MPs and Labour people, in those emails
and those masses of documents, what sort of ah what sort of
correspondence was there with people from the left?

NH

Well I didn’t have all his materials of course. I got given a, I got given a
dump which someone had got, there wasn’t a single communication
with the, with Labour Party people, ah there were I think there were one
or two mentions of him talking to left wing bloggers, once or twice and
and I think I think that Cameron Slater is spinning basically because
he’s the son of the National Party President, he is a National Party
person, he helps, the whole book is full, basically the book isn’t about
Cameron Slater, it’s about the way that he gets used and involved by
the National Party and the leaders to do their dirty work for them.

SW

And he would say you’re a Labour Party or a Left Wing collaborator and
that’s that’s your agenda so just address that.

NH

I’m happy to do that. I, my, people know who I am. I care about human
rights. I actually I’ve written books about the environment. If you wanna
call that the left that’s fine but in terms of party, but in terms of party
alliance, I have been doing this job as an investigative journalist for 20
years. You don’t, I don’t want to be in any way associated with any
parties and I’m not, I do my work and people judge my work by its
quality.

SW

So if you had come across this information about a left wing
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government, you would’ve written this book?
NH

Just like I did about Helen Clarke’s government with the book I wrote
about about her and genetic engineering and got a lot of flack for
because the the point is you that hold governments accountable and I
was prepared to do it to Labour and I’m prepared to do it to National,
that’s right.

SW

If you only got part of that information, how do you know that you’ve
represented it fairly in the book?

NH

To be fair there may be things where I didn’t have it quite right and
there’s a body of information I didn’t see but the great thing about this is
when, when a journalist gets leaked two documents especially from a
political source, you don’t know what you’re getting, you don’t know
what you're missing. I got thousands of documents. I could compare
them with each other, I could spend hours checking what he’d written
on his blog site, checking what the politicians had been saying in public,
trying to piece it together and when I said it appears or this is my
conclusion, that was because sometimes it wasn’t totally sure what it
meant and so I was separating out what I could absolutely say, this is
what they said, this is how who said what to whom and then sometimes
I would say this appears and that means I’m telling the reader I’m this is
my conclusion and that’s what someone should do, tell the truth.

SW

Thank you for your time this morning, author Nicky Hager.
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SP

Sean PLUNKET

NH

Nicky HAGER

SP

Well, well well well, we’re getting that text that Kim DOTCOM has sent
to a contact of Cam SLATER’s in which Kim DOTCOM appears to
implicate himself as being involved in the book “Dirty Politics” by Nicky
HAGER but joining us on line now is Nicky HAGER, Nicky good
morning to you.

NH

Gidday.

SP

Gidday. Did you hear what Cameron SLATER had to say?

NH

No don’t know at all sorry.

SP

Okay well what Cameron SLATER, well I’ll just ask you a question in
that case, have you ever met Kim DOTCOM?

NH

Yes. I met him at…

SP

How many…how many times?

NH

I met him at the Auckland Town Hall when there was a public meeting
on GCSB and I met him one time earlier when his lawyer, one of his
lawyers who was my lawyer through Fairfax, asked me if I would go and
talk to them about the GCSB, that’s about two years ago.

SP

And where did you visit him?

NH

At at the mansion yeah.

SP

At the mansion? You never been to the mansion other than that, only
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one visit?
NH

Totally yes.

SP

Absolutely. Mr SLATER…

NH

And…

SP

Yeah.

NH

and if where this is going is some hint that, in some way, Kim DOTCOM
was any way involved in my book, I'm very happy to tell you it is totally
untrue.

SP

Oh you leapt to that pretty quickly.

NH

Yes well of course, I’m not stupid, I assume that’s where it’s going.
Come on.

SP

Okay well I can tell you that Mr SLATER has told us this morning that
he believes and he has three witnesses who tell, who say that you have
visited the Kim DOT man COM mansion on multiple occasions.

NH

It’s not true.

SP

It is not true?

NH

Totally untrue.

SP

Okay where did you get this from then?

NH

I, I got this, as I explained in the foreword of the book, I was
approached by somebody…

SP

Who?

NH

Course I can't say whom I spoke to.

SP

Why not?
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NH

Because they would get in trouble with the police and I’ve promised to
keep their identity a secret. But but but Sean…

SP

Why would they get in trouble with the pol…, hang on, hang on why
would they get in trouble with the police Nicky?

NH

Because they are a hacker which as I also was absolutely up front
about, I’ve never had hacked information before but I got it and I
thought it was so important I would use it but can I say, I’ll tell you what
I say, I have never and I would never take information for one of my
books for articles from a person who was in a political party or who was
a political person. This is a highly valued principle to me.

SP

Did you know, did you, did you…okay…I’m gonna ask you another
question.

NH

Sure.

SP

Did, was this hacker personally known to you?

NH

Yes.

SP

Is this person or did you ask that person whether they were aligned to
any current or emerging political party?

NH

Course I did, of course I did. I checked out their motives in great detail
and I know as I’ve just said that they have nothing to do with any
political party.

SP

How did they so this is someone who simply what outta the blue
decided to hack Cameron SLATER.

NH

I can't give you exact details because I’m not going to identify who my
source is but I’ve told the story which is a true story which is that
Cameron SLATER wrote some nasty comments about a guy who died
in a car crash on the West Coast…
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SP

Mm

NH

…and some people crashed his computer, I think there was a number
of them…

SP

Yeah.

NH

…but I don’t know them all and that was how I ended up I believe, that’s
how I ended up with the information.

SP

So someone motivated by what hatred of Cameron SLATER?

NH

Oh anger at him I think but what…

SP

Okay.

NH

…but that that’s jumping to conclusions possibly but that certainly
seems to be the case yeah.

SP

Alright and you decided to indulge that sense of revenge?

NH

No. Sean, if someone had come to you with a pile of documents about
what was happening in the Prime Minister’s office and all around the
country in politics, I guarantee you would’ve been just as interested in
them as I am.

SP

I I would have been Nicky.

NH

Yeah course.

SP

And what I would’ve done I would’ve asked the question is this
information obtained legally.

NH

Of course I asked those questions.

SP

Am I breaking the law in using it and I would also and Mr SLATER
made this observation this morning, I would’ve also approached the
people whose private and personal information that was and given them
the chance to comment on what I was to publish.
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NH

Yes people always say that. The problem is that if you do that, you run
the risk that they will put an injunction on you and the public will never
hear about it so so you’re put, you are actually put in a bind and I
actually think, the only thing that you’ve said so far of Cameron
SLATER’s which I agree with is that in an ideal world I would go to him
and I would put all, all the information just like I might have done with
Don BRASH with the Hollow Man, the problem is someone puts an
injunction on you and you never, the story never comes out.

SP

So you choose to keep your source secret and carefully manipulate this
information and release it and it’s strange Nicky because I get the
impression in the book that you’re talking about having a better way of
doing politics in this country, a way that is about the contest of ideas,
not name calling and not sleaze yet you have released this stolen
information at a time and in a way that is guaranteed for at least a few
days in this election campaign to ensure that everyone is down in the
gutter.

NH

Well that, if you wanna put it in a very negative way. Let me put it
differently to you. I was given some information. My job through many
projects on many subjects is basically like a public servant, to let the
public know things which, which the spin doctors and other people
mightn’t of told them otherwise, I did my best to write it in a fair and
accurate way and actually without name calling, without being shirty,
with laying out the facts.

SP

Oh oh come on that’s a bit rich given, given the stream of the narrative
Nicky.

NH

Excuse me, let, oh well maybe you think so, let other people read that
because I go out of my way…

SP

You will be shocked and disgusted at what you hear, come on Nicky.

NH

Well.
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SP

That’s the way you were selling this book.

NH

Well I, I’d ask your listeners. are they shocked and disgusted to hear
that one of John KEY’s top press people was going inside the Labour
Party’s computers to hack out dirt and then planning step by step how
to (inaudible) blog.

SP

How do you know it wasn’t a disloyal member of the Labour Party who
was providing that information to Jason EADE? Did you ever ask Jason
EADE for the details that you were gonna make that accusation of him,
did you ever approach Jason EADE and give him a chance to explain?

NH

I think, I think, I don’t think you’ve actually read the book because it’s
clear that it couldn’t have come from the Labour Party, it came, I’ve got
the details where EADE and Cameron SLATER worked together to go
into the Labour Party’s computers. If you read, if you read the chapter
you’ll find out the facts.

SP

Can I ask you Nicky how do you expect to be taken seriously when in
being a self appointed public servant interested in the protection of
people’s privacy, you have utterly breached a number of people’s
privacies. You have also and you’ve admitted to me this morning, you
have deviated from normal journalistic practice in not approaching
people.

NH

No I didn’t say that.

SP

Yeah yes you have.

NH

What no no.

SP

You said you didn’t approach anyone who was gonna be named in this
book.

NH

And I’ll tell you something cause I lecture to journalism students
regularly all around the country. Journalistic practices that you go for
comment if it’s realistic but if its completely unrealistic then you have to
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do what I did which is that you would make absolutely sure that your
facts are correct and that book has been checked and lawyered and I
won't be, you’ll find if I had one thing wrong I would be in court or I will
be sued but that’s not gonna happen cause I’ve got it so accurate.
SP

Well Mr SLATER, Mr SLATER is talking about going to the police and
the Privacy Commissioner when he returns.

NH

Well if I was Mr SLATER you know, he actually got his computer
hacked back in Jan…back in January whenever it was, it’s the truth, I
assume he went to the police then, it was completely correct, he’s
allowed to go to the police about that however I do not, I do not.

SP

And you’re happy to publish information that was gathered as a result of
a criminal act?

NH

And that’s right don’t worry I’ve got a lawyer and I’ve done absolutely
nothing wrong and you wouldn’t do anything wrong if you’d received it
and and used it as well, that’s a different matter.

SP

Can I ask you, can I ask you the other thing that Mr SLATER said was
Nicky he said look I’m sure if he had all this information, there was also
stuff about my interactions with people from all sorts of other political
parties who feed me me dirt and conspire with me.

NH

Hey that man has just been caught out, doing disgraceful things.

SP

Can I, nah nah they’re not disgrace….

NH

Can I ask you a question?

SP

Where’s the crime, where’s the crime?

NH

Can I ask you a question?

SP

Yeah.

NH

He’s spinning, he’s not telling the truth…
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SP

Nah nah I just.

NH

…that’s what I’m saying.

SP

Well okay but I’d like you to answer my questions cause you know how
journalism works …

NH

Yeah

SP

…cause you lecture in it Nicky.

NH

Yeah

SP

I am answering your questions when he says

NH

Is there no other information in that 8 gigabytes from the Labour Party
or any other political party?

SP

None he had miniscule interaction with a couple of left wing bloggers,
maybe two or three or four times and there was nothing to do with any
interaction with the Labour Party, is what I can tell you, or any other
party.

NH

And we just, are you gonna realise that 8 gigs then?

SP

I’m not sure I took, there’s a, as I say in the foreword of the book when
you get information like that, there’s all kinds of stuff in it and it included
a lot of personal as in embarrassing personal stuff about Cameron
SLATER and other people and their private like sexual affairs and all
kinds of things and I don’t believe in publishing that kind of thing and if
all the material comes out well if I was Cameron SLATER I wouldn’t
wanna be it published at all.

NH

Are you saying it coulda been worse Nicky.

SP

That’s exactly what I’m saying, lucky he was me who got it.

NH

Some might say, do you really expect this book to change a thing in the
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election. All it will do is make the John KEY haters hate him more and
those who hate the left hate them more.
SP

You know what I’m not sure, I’ve wondered this myself, I have no idea
what effect this will have on the election but that’s not why I do my work,
I’m not trying to get a 1% change in a poll or something like that, if I’d, if
I had my way…

NH

The why didn’t you, then why didn’t you wait till after the election?

SP

Because if I had waited if I had had information about the Prime
Minister’s office and all kinds of important political information and held
it to after the…

NH

You haven’t drawn a single link, you haven’t drawn, you haven’t
actually…

SP

Can I finish my answer?

NH

Okay.

SP

If I had important information about the Prime Minister and the Prime
Minister’s office and and had it been a Labour government and I’d held
it till after the election, you will be saying to me why were you be
protecting the Labour government…

NH

Yeah.

SP

It’s the same, it’s my job to put out information when people are voting
so they know what’s going on if they think it’s fine what I’ve revealed or
that I’m just you know being silly then they can judge it that way but
they have at least got a right to know.

NH

You haven’t actually drawn, you haven’t actually proven in any of this
that the Prime Minister knew anything about it.

SP

What I, what there is absolutely clear evidence of is that over time while
John KEY’s staff were using Cameron SLATER and doing more and
9
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more operations of smears and things, can I just…
NH

They weren’t using, they were involved in…

SP

…collaborate…

NH

…what every journalist knows is the trading of information and Helen
CLARKE was probably the master at this Nicky.

SP

Sean I’m suspecting you haven’t read the book because there are
things which are, if if if what John KEY’s staff had been doing had been
giving them its of information about their housing policies or something
and hoping they used them, that would be absolutely normal.

NH

All politicians trade dirt on each other, personal dirt on each other…

SP

If I…

NH

…all the time and they use journalists as the conduit for that dirt.

SP

If I found out about the Labour government trading in personal attacks
and dirty tricks and the kind of stuff which I’ve revealed in this book…

NH

And the sort of stuff that says what Helen CLARKE did to get rid of her
Minister of Police.

SP

Just a moment, I I wrote a book about Helen CLARKE’s government
which got me in a lot of trouble because because I’m prepared to be
even handed about this. I think, you say that you know it but actually
most people around the country don’t know these things and they’ve got
a right to know them and of course people in the press gallery a lot of
them were suspecting the things that I’ve written about although they
didn’t have proper evidence but people do have a right to know this.

NH

Yeah and given that you haven’t been leaked anything on the Labour
Party, are you prepared to admit that the Labour Department may do
exactly the same?
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SP

Um I thought hard about this while I wrote the book, yes of course they
might but there is actually no Labour Party equivalent of the Whale Oil
Blog and about.

NH

The Standard.

SP

Oh that is, that is…

NH

So is this a book against bloggers or is it a book against National, I’m
trying to get it straight in my head.

SP

It’s a book against politicians using other people to do their personal
attacks for them and their dirty tricks and then claiming they had nothing
about it, that’s what the book about and like if this had been a book
about MULDOON, we’d be talking about him…

NH

Colin MOYLE.

SP

using the SIS…exactly but what…

NH

But you’ve got no proof, well hang on it wouldn’t be, you’ve got no proof
that John KEY has used SIS or security information and passed it to
Jason EADE and leaked it to Whale Oil. You make some
assumptions…

SP

Well sorry, I’m sorry

NH

…you make some assumptions Nicky.

SP

When you’ve got Whale Oil chuckling about how he’s been tipped off
which information to ask for and getting it fast tracked from the only
people officials who know which are in the Prime Minister’s office I think
that’s a pretty, (inaudible) pretty strong argument.

NH

let’s apply that same rule to you, when you’ve got Kim DOTCOM
laughing and skiteing about how he took Cameron SLATER down with
your book, that’s good enough for me.
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SP

Well then I’m sorry that you don’t have an evidence based approach.

NH

Well exactly the same evidenced based approach you’re using Nicky.

SP

Well it’s actually not. What I, what I’m telling about is that I had, I’ve got
that communications where SLATER is saying I’ve been told to ask for
this information at the Prime Minister’s office, they’re tracking it for me,
this is gonna bring down the Labour leader I’m gonna really do them.

NH

Did it, did it or was Cameron SLATER like he often does blowing smoke
out his bottom.

SP

Well he, what it showed was that he had been told to ask for particular
information…

NH

What you think it shows is.

SP

Well do you know what, I would recommend to your readers go read the
book because they’re not gonna know it from you and I knowing it.

NH

Okay.

SP

But actually there’s very important issues there.

NH

You're denying any link to Kim DOTCOM?

SP

Of course I am.

SP

And you’re denying that you committed a criminal act in using stolen
information to publish a book…

NH

I’m absolutely certain about that cause I checked it with my lawyer.

SP

…and make, and make profit, and make profit from it.

NH

Correct.

SP

Thank you very much for your time Nicky, have a good day. Cheers.
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NH

Cheers Sean.
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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BRANCH
Counties-Manukau District
Private Bag 76 920
Manukau
NEW ZEALAND
Telephone: (09) 261 1300
Facsimile: (09) 2622686

19-12-2014
Steve Price
By e-mail Steven.Price@vuw.ac.nz
Official Information/Privacy Act Request dated 5 December 2014
Dear Mr Price,
I refer to your letter dated 5 December 2014.
I respond accordingly referencing paragraph numbers cited in your appendix.
1a

You have requested a statement of the reasons for: the decision to
search Mr Hager’s residence; the decision to apply for a search
warrant and the decision to execute the search warrant in the manner it
was executed. Police acknowledge Mr Hager’s right pursuant to
section 23 of the Official Information Act to request a statement of the
reasons supporting those decisions. Police has already provided a
copy of the search warrant application which sets out the reasons upon
which the search of Mr Hager’s residence was based. A further copy
of the search warrant application is enclosed with the name of the
officer who obtained the warrant disclosed. The remaining redactions
are withheld under sections 6 c & 9 (2) a of the Official Information Act
& sections 27 (1) c & 29 (1) of the Privacy Act.
The only other document in existence that is in any way relevant to this
request is the Police Investigation Plan. That document is withheld in
it’s entirely under section 27 (1) c of the Privacy Act & Section 6 c of
the Official information Act.

1b

The decision to apply for the search warrant to search Mr Hager’s
residence was made by myself in consultation with Assistant
Commissioner Malcolm Burgess. This was a verbal process and no
documents exist in relation to it. The exact date is not recorded but is
recollected to be in late September 2014.
Legal advice was also sought from Police Legal Services and provided
by email. This document is subject to legal professional privilege and
is withheld pursuant to sections 9(2)(h) of the Official Information Act
and 29(1)(f) of the Privacy Act to maintain legal professional
privilege.
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2

No decisions were discussed with the Minister of Police or any other
Government Minister. The Police Minister’s Office and the Department
of Prime Minister & Cabinet were notified that the warrant had been
executed after the fact. In relation to this notification there are three emails from the Police Deputy Executive Public Affairs to the Police
Ministers Office, an e-mail to a media manager at the Office of the
Department of Prime Minister & Cabinet and a letter responding to a
separate Official Information Act request to another party. Redacted
copies of the e-mails and the letter are enclosed. Redactions have
been made to protect the privacy of individuals under section 9 (2) a of
the Official Information Act & section 29 (1) of the Privacy act.

3

This request has already been responded to. The only documents that
were provided to the Court in connection with the warrant application
were the search warrant and search warrant application.

4

The decision to search Mr Hager’s residence was not discussed with
any Public Affairs staff. Public Affairs staff were notified of the fact that
the search warrant was going to be executed by way of e-mails. These
e-mails are internal communications relating to an active investigation
and disclosure of them is refused under section 27 (1) c of the Privacy
Act & Section 6 c of the Official information Act. I have enclosed
however copies of generic Police media responses also discussed
under paragraph 9.

5

The decision to search Mr Hager’s residence was not discussed with
the SIS, GCSB or members or staff of the Committee for Domestic and
External security Co-ordination. Your request is refused pursuant to
sections 18(e) of the Official Information Act and section 29(2)(b) of the
Privacy Act as the information does not exist.

6

The material relied upon to execute the search warrant is clearly
outlined in the search warrant application. A redacted copy of the
search warrant application and source documents referred to in the
application have already been disclosed.
Disclosure of Mr Slater's complaint statement and any other enquires
pursued during the Police investigation would be likely to prejudice the
investigation and this request is refused under sections 6(c) of the
Official Information Act and 27(1)(c) of the Privacy Act.

7

The investigation of Mr Slater’s complaint has been approached in the
same way as any other complaint received by Police. As this matter is
a current Police investigation Police consider that disclosure of any of
the information about what inquiries Police may or may not have
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conducted would be likely to to prejudice the investigation and your
request is therefore refused under sections 6(c) of the Official
Information Act and 27(1)(c) of the Privacy Act.
8

No approach has been made to the Prime Minister about Rawshark’s
identity. Your request is refused pursuant to sections 18(e) of the
Official Information Act and section 29(2)(b) of the Privacy Act as the
information does not exist

9

You have already been provided with Detective Sergeant Beal's
notebook entries which outline any contact made by him during the
search as well as all other documents relating to the search.
Police did not make any pro-active communication to media. Outside
the communication to the Police Minister’s Office and Department of
Prime Minister & Cabinet [as documented in the response to paragraph
2] there were no other communications pertaining to the search made
outside Police until media queries were received the following week. A
copy of generic media responses is enclosed. Police have received a
large number of media queries about this case from individual
journalists on an ongoing basis. These queries and documents
outlining the Police response to them are withheld under section 9 (2) a
of the Official information Act & section 29 (1) a of the Privacy Act.
The only other communications pertaining to the search during or after
it are e-mails notifying Police Public Affairs of the search as well as
Assistant Commissioner Burgess. These e-mails are internal
communications relating to an active investigation and disclosure of
them is refused under section 27 (1) c of the Privacy Act & Section 6 c
of the Official information Act.

10

Police's current policy & practice around search warrants is governed
by the Evidence Act 2006 & Search & Surveillance Act 2012. Copies of
the relevant chapters of the Police Search Manuel are enclosed.

You will be aware that Police are entitled to charge for processing Official
Information Act requests. Considerable Police time has been spent on
processing this request and earlier requests for which you have not been
billed.
Please note however that any further requests which are made under the
Official Information Act in relation to this matter will incur charges as outlined
on the Ministry of Justice website.
The appendix to this letter outlines what specific documents are enclosed in
relation to which paragraph in response to this request.
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You have the right to complain to the Ombudsman/Privacy Commissioner to
seek an investigation and review of my decision if you are not satisfied with
the way I have responded to your request.
Yours Faithfully

D.C.LYNCH
Detective Inspector
District Manager; Criminal Investigations
Counties-Manukau Police
APPENDIX OF DOCUMENTS SUPPLIED
PARA REF
1
2
2
2
2
2
4/9
10
10
10
10

DOCUMENT
Search Warrant application

REDACTION REASON
OIA sections 6 c & 9 (2) & PA
sections 27 (1) c & 29 (1)
E-mail Police DCEPA dated
OIA section 9 (2) a & PA 29 (1)
2-10-2014 to Police Minister’s a
Office
E-mail Police DCEPA dated
OIA section 9 (2) a & PA 29 (1)
6-10-2014 to Police Minister’s a
Office
E-mail Police DCEPA dated
OIA section 9 (2) a & PA 29 (1)
7-10-2014 to Police Minister’s a
Office
E-mail Police DCEPA dated
OIA section 9 (2) a & PA 29 (1)
2-10-2014 to Department of
a
Prime Minister & Cabinet
Letter dated 27-11-2014 from OIA section 9 (2) a & PA 29 (1)
Police DCEPA
a
Generic Police Media
Unredacted
responses
Police Search Manuel
Unredacted
chapter 1
Police Search Manuel
Unredacted
chapter 2
Police Search Manuel
Unredacted
Chapter 5
Police Search Manuel
Unredacted
Chapter 13
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Part 5 – Carrying out search powers with or without
warrants, Continued…
Version : 7.0

Search warrants, production orders and examination
orders involving media organisations

This section contains these topics:
• Background
• Procedural guidelines (search warrants, production orders and examination orders)
• Notice to Crown Prosecutor
• Protection of journalists' sources

Background

From time to time, news media organisations have information about or record the
commission of offences on film, tape, photographs or sound recordings while they are
covering newsworthy events. Such media material can be important to subsequent Police
enquiries or in judicial proceedings and the Police may be duty bound to obtain:
• an examination order for the purpose of seeking information, or
• a search warrant or production order for the purpose of seizing or having produced
such film, tape, photographs, sound or digital recordings.
However, news media organisations are very sensitive to the Police having recourse to
their information or material for any reason and consider such access to be a potential
threat to media freedom. Their principal concern is that reporters, film crews and
photographers may be at risk if they are ever perceived by offenders as being gatherers
of evidence for Police.
To minimise the risk of complaints when the Police execute search warrants on the
premises of media organisations or serve production orders or examination orders, and
to ensure compliance with the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 you must follow the
procedures below.

Procedural guidelines (search warrants, production orders and
examination orders)
Act only where the offence is serious enough to warrant the obtaining of:
• a search warrant, or production order and cannot be otherwise resolved without the
seizure of any film, photographs, tape, sound or digital recordings, or
• an examination order and cannot be otherwise resolved without obtaining the
information.
Follow these general steps (not necessarily in order) in addition to other requirements
detailed in the Search chapter for exercising search, production and examination powers
generally.
Step
Action
1
Before you apply for a search warrant or production order obtain the authority
of:
• a Police Executive member in the case of Police National Headquarters, or
• a district commander in the case of a district matter.
If
•
•
•

2

you wish to apply for an examination order you must have the approval of:
a Deputy Commissioner, or
an Assistant Commissioner, or
the District Commander (other than an acting District Commander) of the
Police district in which the constable is stationed.
Make an application to a Judge unless in the circumstances this is impractical.
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3

4

5

6
7

8

9

Maintain close liaison with the "manager" of the particular news media
premises prior to the execution of the search warrant, production order or
examination order.
Note:
• The exception being where the manager is a suspect or is otherwise
involved in the subject matter of the search warrant.
• If the manager is a suspect, seek a search warrant rather than a
production order.
The reasons for the execution of a search warrant, production order or
examination order should always be explained where it is reasonably practical
to do so.
Be aware that journalists have rights conferred on them under section 68 of
the Evidence Act 2006 to protect certain sources.
If you are serving a production or examination order, or intend to exercise a
search power under a search warrant on the manager of a news media outlet
and you believe they may be able to claim rights to protect certain sources or
other privilege, then you:
• must give the manager or their lawyer, a reasonable opportunity to claim
a privilege recognised under Subpart 5 of Part 4 of the Search and
Surveillance Act 2012, and
• may, if you are unable to identify or contact the manager or their lawyer,
within a reasonable period:
- apply to a Judge of the High Court (in relation to journalist's rights to
protect certain sources) or to a Judge of the District Court (in respect of
all other privileges) for a determination as to the status of the thing, and
- do any thing necessary to enable the court to make that determination.
(s145)
If you receive or expect to receive a claim of privilege and are unable to
search a thing pending resolution of the privilege claim, then follow the
'Procedures when searches involve privileged material' (steps 4 to 9) in the
chapter "Part 13 - Privilege and immunities under the Act".
Note: You may still secure the thing to be searched, but must not search it,
and deliver the thing or copy of it to the court to enable a determination of a
privilege claim.
Where you use any seized material to facilitate interviews of suspects, you
should not disclose the source of the material to the persons being
interviewed.
Avoid calling news media personnel, such as reporters, film crews or
photographers as witnesses. If this is not practicable, serve a witness
summons that describes the seized material being produced in evidence, to
preserve the impartiality of the witness.
In accordance with normal Police practices of evidential disclosure, provide
defence counsel with access to seized film, photographs, tape, sound or digital
recordings prior to any judicial hearing.
You should notify an authorised person who represents the particular news
media organisation involved of any film, tape, sound or digital recording or
photograph that is copied. The notification should include the reasons and the
authorisation for doing so, either under the Search and Surveillance Act 2012
or with consent from that authorised person.
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10

Advise the Manager: Brand and Media at PNHQ as soon as possible where a
search warrant is executed on the premises of a media organisation or a
production order or examination order is undertaken, so that any media
questions directed to the Commissioner can be quickly dealt with.

Notice to Crown Prosecutor

The procedural guidelines must be brought to the notice of the Crown Prosecutor in any
case where it is intended to call a member of the news media to give evidence relating to
any film, photograph, tape, sound or digital recording seized by Police.

Protection of journalists' sources

Note the provision under section 68 and 69 of the Evidence Act 2006. The privilege
conferred on journalists under section 68 is recognised for the purposes of the Search
and Surveillance Act 2012 (see section 136). See the section 'Procedural guidelines
(search warrants, production orders and examination orders involving media
organisations' in this chapter.
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What are recognised privileges?
Recognised privileges

These privileges are recognised under section 136 of the Search and Surveillance Act
2012.
Description
Evidence Applicability to
Court for
Act 2006 power exercised
determining
(section)
claims of
privilege
(s136(3))
Legal professional privilege,
53(5)
Search, examination
District Court
to the extent that it forms
and production
part of the general law
Privilege for communication
54
Search, examination
District Court
with legal advisers
and production
Privilege for preparatory
56
Search, examination
District Court
material to proceedings
and production
Privilege for settlement
57
Search, examination
District Court
negotiations or mediation
and production
Privilege for communication
58
Search, examination
District Court
with ministers of religion
and production
Privilege in criminal
Search, examination
District Court
59
proceedings for information
and production
obtained by medical
practitioners and clinical
psychologists
Privilege against self60
Examination and
District Court
incrimination, but only to the
production only
extent provided in section
138 of the Search and
Note: This privilege
Surveillance Act
does not apply to
thing(s) seized under
a search power
(s136(1)(g))
Privilege for informers
64
Search, examination
District Court
and production
The rights conferred on a
Search, examination
High Court
68
journalist to protect certain
and production
sources
Note: No privilege applies in respect of any communication or information if there is a
prima facie case that the communication of information is made or received, or compiled
or prepared:
• for a dishonest purpose, or
• to enable or aid any person to commit or plan to commit what the person claiming the
privilege knew, or ought reasonably to have known, to be an offence.
(s136 (2))

Lawyers' trust accounts

The privilege for communications with legal advisers (s54 of the Evidence Act 2006) does
not prevent, limit, or affect:
• the making of a production order, issuing of a search warrant, or exercise of any
other search power in respect of a relevant document, or
This is an uncontrolled document printed for reference only.
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• the obligation to comply with that production order, search warrant, or other search
power in respect of a relevant document, or
• the admissibility, in a criminal proceeding for an offence described in the production
order, search warrant or for an offence in respect of which any other search power
was exercised, of any evidence that relates to the contents of a document obtained
under the production order or search warrant, or as the result of the exercise of any
other search power.
(s137(2)
Meaning of 'document'
In the context of legal professional privilege, 'document', means books of account or
accounting records kept:
• by a solicitor in relation to any trust account money that is subject to section 112 of
the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006; or
• by a nominee company that:
- is subject to practice rules made by the Council of the New Zealand Law Society
under section 96 of the Lawyers and Conveyancers Act 2006; and
- is operated by a barrister and solicitor or an incorporated law firm as a nominee in
respect of securities and documents of title held for clients.
(s137(1))
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Procedures when searches involve privileged material
Search warrants and other search powers

Follow these steps when executing a search warrant or other search power that
authorises the search and seizure of any privileged material held by a legal adviser,
minister of religion, medical practitioner or clinical psychologist.
Step
Action
1
Do not execute a search warrant or undertake a warrantless search unless:
• the legal adviser, minister of religion, medical practitioner, or clinical
psychologist, or
• a representative of them
is present.
(ss143 & 144)
2
If you are unable to contact the legal adviser, minister of religion, medical
practitioner, or clinical psychologist or their representative prior to starting the
search, you must instead contact:
• the New Zealand Law Society, or
• the church or professional body to which the person belongs
and ask them to appoint a person to represent the interests of their clients,
parishioners or patients in relation to the search.
3
Before conducting the search, you must give the legal adviser, minister of
religion, medical practitioner, or clinical psychologist, or their representative,
or person appointed by their professional body to represent them, a
reasonable opportunity to:
• claim privilege, or
• make an interim claim of privilege if they have not yet been able to contact
their client, parishioner or patient for further instructions.
4
If you receive or expect to receive a claim of privilege and are unable to
search a thing because of the privilege, you:
• may secure the thing (if the thing is intangible (e.g. computer data), do
this by making a forensic copy)
• may deliver the thing or a copy of it to the court to enable a determination
of a privilege claim to be made
• must supply the person who may or does claim privilege with a copy of, or
access to, the secured thing
• must not search the thing secured, unless no claim of privilege is made, or
a claim is withdrawn, or the search is in accordance with the directions of
the court determining the claim of privilege.
(s146)
5
Use the appropriate section 146 'Application for determination of claim of
privilege' form located in Police Forms > Search and Surveillance > Privilege,
when making an application. Remember:
• if the privilege claimed relates to the rights conferred to a journalist to
protect certain sources, then use the application addressed to a Judge of
the High Court of New Zealand, otherwise for all other privilege claims use
the application addressed to the District Court Judge
• a person cannot claim privilege against self-incrimination for a thing seized
under a search power
Note: This privilege only applies when an examination order or production
order is being executed.
(s136)
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6

If the person wishes to claim privilege in respect of any thing seized or sought
to be seized by you, they must give you a detailed list of the things for which
privilege is claimed, as soon as practicable after being:
• given the opportunity to claim privilege, or
• advised that a search is to be, is being, or has been conducted.
If the thing(s) cannot be adequately detailed, they may apply (with a copy of
the secured thing) to a judge for directions or relief.

7
8

9
10

Note: If you have seized or intend to seize any thing and a detailed list of
things for which privilege is claimed is not forthcoming, then instigate an
application to the Judge by using the 'Application for relief if claim of privilege
cannot be particularised' form located in Police Forms > Search and
Surveillance > Privilege.
(s147)
Complete a POL 268 listing all documents seized before leaving the premises.
Show this to the person or their representative who is present and invite them
to check the accuracy of the inventory.
If they object to the seizure of any document and mark the inventory to that
effect:
• place the documents objected to in an envelope in their presence and seal
it
• deliver it as soon as practicable to a district court judge with a brief
statement of the facts to determine the claim of privilege.
Before removing any document from the premises, give the person or their
representative a reasonable opportunity to make a copy of the document if
requested.
Leave the original POL 268 form with the legal adviser, minister of religion,
medical practitioner, or clinical psychologist or their representative.

Discovering privileged material during a search

If you are executing a search warrant or another search power and you have reasonable
grounds to believe that any thing discovered during the search may be privileged
material, then you:
• must provide any person who you believe may be able to claim a privilege a
reasonable opportunity to claim it, and
• may, if you are unable to identify or contact a person who may be able to claim a
privilege, or that person’s lawyer, within a reasonable period:
- apply to a Judge to determine the status of the thing, and
- do anything necessary to enable the court to make that determination.
Note: Use the 'Application for determination of status' form located in Police Forms >
Search and Surveillance > Privilege, when making an application.
(s145)
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Privilege relating to production and examination orders
Responding to an assertion of privilege

A production or an examination order does not affect the privilege against selfincrimination that a person may have under section 60 of the Evidence Act 2006. Any
assertion of a privilege against self-incrimination must be based on this section.
If a person refuses to produce any information or document under a production order or
to answer any question under an examination order on the ground that it is a privileged
communication under section 60 of the Evidence Act 2006, you may apply to a District
Court Judge for an order determining whether or not the claim is valid.
Use the section 139 'Application for determination of claim of privilege' form located in
Police Forms > Search and Surveillance > Privilege, when making an application.
Note: If the privilege claimed involves the rights of journalists to protect certain sources,
then use the application form addressed to a Judge of the High Court of New Zealand.
In all other privilege cases use the application form addressed to the District Court
Judge.
A person seeking privilege must offer sufficient evidence to enable the judge to assess
whether self-incrimination is reasonably likely if the person produced the information or
document.
If a person against whom a production or examination order is made could assert
another privilege in a criminal proceeding, then they have that same privilege in respect
of the order. A judge must, on an application, disallow a privilege claim if they are
satisfied that the claim to privilege would, under section 67(1) of the Evidence Act 2006,
be disallowed in a proceeding.
For the purpose of determining any application for privilege, the judge may require the
information or document to be produced.
Note: Section 63 of the Evidence Act 2006 does not apply to production or examination
orders.
(ss138 & 139)
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Effect of privilege claims

Effect of privilege on search warrant and other search powers

A person who claims privilege in respect of anything that is seized or sought to be seized
has the right to:
• prevent the search under the Act of any communication or information to which the
privilege would apply if it were sought to be disclosed in a proceeding, pending
determination of the claim to privilege and later, if the claim is upheld
• require the return of a copy of, or access to, any such communication or information
to the person if it is seized or secured by a person exercising a search power pending
determination of the claim to privilege.
(s142)

Admission of evidence when privilege claims are upheld

If a Judge upholds a claim to privilege, the communication or information to which the
privilege applies is not admissible in any proceedings arising from, or related to the:
• execution of the search warrant, or
• exercise of another search or surveillance power, or
• carrying out of an examination or production order.
(s148)
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LYNCH, David
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JONES, Karen
Thursday, 2 October 2014 12:34
DPMC]
Reactive response re Warrant - heads up re likely media interest

Heads up - fyi this matter is not yet public but may become so as court action is very likely this
afternoon.

Police response to Warrant
...............
Police confirms it has today removed computers and related items under search warrant from a
Wellington address as part of its ongoing investigation into the alleged hacking of Mr Slater's emails.
Police has to date spoken with a number of people as part of the investigation. However, we
encourage anyone else who believes they may have information relevant to the investigation to come
forward to Police.
ENDS

Karen Jones
Deputy Chief Executive: Public Affairs | New Zealand Police P
| M
| E
PNHQ, 180 Molesworth Street, Thorndon, PO
Box 3017, Wellington, www.police.govt.nz Safer Communities Together
NZ Police on Facebook
Follow @NZPolice
NZ Police on YouTube
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ji nk `n c\q` b`i`m\o`_ ^jio\^on i ^ m^ `n- "F` \ m`\_t c\_ \ k \i i c n h i_ oj
n`o pk \ r oo`m \^^jpio \i_ nk \nc o \ jpo oc`m`-"
F\b`m n\tn c` nk`io r``fn o\ f ib oc` k`mnji ioj `oo ib c h n`` oc` h\o`m \ \i_
pn` o oj ]p _ oc` i\mm\o q` rc ^c ]`^\h` B mot Nj o ^n- c` c\^f`m+ n\tn F\b`m+
b\q` c h `q`mtoc ib- " q` n``i `q`mtoc ib- h 0// k`m ^`io npm`-" c` c\^f`m oc`i
`skm`nn`_ \ _`n m` oj f``k ]\^f njh` h\o`m \ ajm c hn` a- "U` f i_ ja i`bjo \o`_
cjr hp^c+" c` n\tn- " n\ _ ^\i c\q` \ oc` kj o ^\ nopaa -" F\b`m bjo rc\o c`
\nf`_ ajm \i_ nj+ oc` ]jjf r\n rm oo`i-"

HKBR47

R _\ r\q` ja _ mo oc\o B\q _ D QFCP
^jp _ nr\hk ` `^o ji LX F`m\ _

F?AICP
"F` YF\^f`mZ `h`mb`_ ji Kji_\t pno \n L\o ji\ n _`i \ n r`m` ]`^jh ib
nom _`io r oc \ k `_b` oj m` `\n` njpm^` iajmh\o ji kp] ^ t- i c n ji t kp] ^
^jhh`io nj a\m+ c` n\ _9 " c n ni o kj o ^\ t hjo q\o`_- h ijo k\ _ oj _j oc n- h
ijo \nnj^ \o`_ r oc Y io`mi`o N\mot ajpi_`mZ I h Bjo^jh i \it r\t- r\io oj o\f`
_jri oc n ^jmmpko i`orjmf \i_ h\f` npm` o ^\i o ]` kpo ]\^f ojb`oc`m- Kt i`so
]\o^c ja `\fn r kmjq` oc n-"

/4./8.1/03

R _\ r\q` ja _ mo oc\o B\q _ D QFCP
^jp _ nr\hk ` `^o ji LX F`m\ _

F` YK\mf K AFCJJZ nk`\fn ja oc` ]m`\f i oj c n U` iboji jaa ^`+ oc` \o`m
]pmb \mt ja c n Pj_i`t ` `^ojm\o` jaa ^` \i_ oc` c\^f ib" ^cjn` oj om`\o oc`n` oc ibn \n m\i_jh `q`ion- Qjh` ja oc` iajmh\o ji r` q`
n``i ^jh` jpo m`^`io t c\n h\_` h` m` `q\ p\o` oc\o-" c`m` c\q` ]``i o`so
h`nn\b`n kp] nc`_ i rc ^c Bjo^jh o\ fn \]jpo o\mb`o ib Uc\ ` M oc` ot^jji
n\tn o c\n ijoc ib oj _j r oc m`^`io `q`ion ]po kj ion oj \i pk^jh ib _`a\h\o ji
\^o ji \b\ ino oc` ] jbb`m-

12./7.1/03 /49//

R _\ r\q` ja _ mo oc\o B\q _ D QFCP
^jp _ nr\hk ` `^o ji LX F`m\ _

K0//01

K i no`m n no\aa`m ojjf B\q _ D QFCP
k\ o i ] jb
LX F`m\ _

K i no`m n no\aa`m ojjf B\q _ D QFCP
k\ o i ] jb
LX F`m\ _
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HKBR47

K0//01

K i no`m n no\aa`m ojjf B\q _ D QFCP
k\ o i ] jb
LX F`m\ _
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/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

K0//01
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12./7.1/03

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

K0//01

12./7.1/03 /49//

K0//00

K0//00

HKBR47

HKBR47

K0//00

/4./8.1/03

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

12./7.1/03 /49//

12./7.1/03 /49//

/4./8.1/03

12./7.1/03

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

L ^f @PW?LR
'ajmh`m c\^f(

\ o`mi\o q` njpm^`

L ^ft F?ECP

K\mf K RAFCJJ

12./7.1/03 /49//

N`o` @CJR '] jb
"Mi` hj_`m\ojm+ N`o` @` o+ oj _ oc` ^jhhpi ot \no r``f9 "Jjon ja oc ibn r` _j
c`m` r ]` ^jin _`m`_ pi`oc ^\ ]t k`jk `- Coc ^\ ni o njh`oc ib r` \m` rjmm `_ hj_`m\ojm(
\]jpo- Mi t `b\ -""
Rm\q n NMSJQML
"Ajhkpo`m n`^pm ot n \ nj \ ^ji^`mi- Njp nji npnk`^on c n ^jhkpo`m c\n ]``i
pi_`m \oo\^f or ^` n i^` F\b`m n ]jjf ^\h` jpo- " ^\i o n`` rc\o \oo\^f ib h`
rjp _ ]m ib oj \it hjo q`- ?itoc ib kj o ^\ A\h rjp _ f``k oj c hn` a-"

12./7.1/03

/4./8.1/03

L ^f @PW?LR
j _ ja oc` i`r iajmh\o ji+ Km @mt\io n\ _9 "Uc\o r n\t n nojkk`_
^jhh`io ib \mjpi_ oc\o o h`- c`t r`m` \]jpo oc` ji t ^jhh`ion h\_` ji oc\o 'ajmh`m c\^f(
] jb-"

"L ^f @mt\io r\n i\h`_ i B mot Nj o ^n \n oc` k`mnji rcj c\_ pn`_ oc`
kn`p_jith "Djmh`m F\^f" oj kjno \ijithjpn ^jhh`ion `i^jpm\b ib ] jbb`m
A\h`mji Q \o`m n ^\hk\ bi \b\ ino \ kp] ^ n`mq\io rc ^c m`np o`_ i _`\oc
ocm`\on-"
" c` F`m\ _ r\n \] ` oj ^jia mh oc` pn` ja Km @mt\io n h i no`m \ ^jhkpo`m
ocmjpbc _`o\ n j]o\ i`_ amjh \i i_ q _p\ joc`m oc\i oc` c\^f`m rcj \ nj
\^^`nn`_ iajmh\o ji amjh Uc\ ` M _pm ib oc` B`i \ ja Q`mq ^` \oo\^f-"
"Uc`i \nf`_ a c` pn`_ oc` i\h` "Djmh`m F\^f" oj _j nj+ c` n\ _9 "L ^ft F\b`m n\ _
r\n oc` k`mnji rcj kjno`_ \n oc\o-""

R _\ r\q` ja _ mo oc\o B\q _ D QFCP
^jp _ nr\hk ` `^o ji LX F`m\ _

12./7.1/03

K i no`m n no\aa`m ojjf B\q _ D QFCP
k\ o i ] jb
LX F`m\ _
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K0//01

K0//50

HKBR47

HKBR47

/4./8.1/03

0/./8.1/03

12./7.1/03

12./7.1/03 /3910

K0//6/

Ljo U\o^c`_

Q \o`m _ _ ijo m`opmi ^\ n- F` _ _ n`i_ \i `h\ n\t ib9 " h` ajm \ tjpm `h\ n oj
^jh` jpo D nc-"

A\h`mji QJ?RCP

P?UQF?PI

K\oo L NNCPR
D? PD?V

@mjjf Q?@ L
2 L`rn

Rj]t K?LF PC
Rc` Ep\m_ \i

K i no`m n no\aa`m ojjf B\q _ D QFCP
k\ o i ] jb
LX F`m\ _
Rc` rc\o oc\o
nr\ jr`_ L`r
X`\ \i_ n ` `^o ji
^\hk\ bi
Aj in m`apn`n oj
\kj jb n` ajm \ `b`_
`\f oj Q \o`m
Rc` c\^f`m m`q`\ `_

I h BMRAMK

K\o`m \ r\n kmjq _`_ oj D? PD?V KCB ? ]t P?UQF?PI+ ojo\ ib 4/K@+ i^ p_`_
iqj ^`n+ ^jmkjm\o` k o^c _j^ph`ion+ \i_ cpi_m`_n ja k\b`n ja D\^`]jjf
h`nn\b ib- c`t no\o` oc` iajmh\o ji m` \o`n oj Q \o`mn ^jhh`m^ \ \i_ ^jmkjm\o`
ifn+ ^c `a t ocmjpbc Q \o`mn jib o h` am `i_ A\mm ^f EP?F?K-

?iojit JMUCLQRC L
Rc` Ep\m_ \i

Bjo^jh _`i `n c`xn oc` c\^f`m ]`c i_ B mot Nj o ^n+ ]po \o oc` k\motxn ^\hk\ bi
\pi^c oj_\t n\ _ oc n-

K?RR L NNCPR
D? PD?V

K0//5/

B mot kj o ^n9 L`r
X`\ \i_ n jri Fjpn`
ja A\m_n n ^j \kn ib

B\q _ D?PP?P
I r ] jb

Rc` c\^f`m m`q`\ `_

K0//03

Bjo^jh ]j\non ja
c\^f ib \ NK \i_
m`apn`n ^jhh`io

B\q _ D?PP?P
I r ] jb

P?UQF?PI
" h ijo tjpm mpi ja oc` h c\^f`m+" P\rnc\mf in no`_ \no r``f- "Uc ^c h`\in
oc`m` \m`i o h\it f` h` jpo oc`m`- Uc ^c h`\in oc\o \n njji \n k`jk `
pi_`mno\i_ ht hjo q\o jin+ oc` no ja npnk`^on i\mmjrn _jri oj ji`-"
P\rnc\mf n\ _ c` r\n pi^ji^`mi`_ ]t r _ nk`^p \o ji jq`m c n _`io ot+ \i_
^ \ h`_ oc` m`q` \o jin c` c` k`_ ]m ib oj bco r`m` hkjmo\io- " _ji o m`\ t h i_
k`jk ` oc if ib h \ 04 t`\m j _ _j ib o ajm oc` p u- o n n\a`m oc\o r\t+ \i_ o
_j`ni o h\f` \ _ aa`m`i^` ojr\m_n ht bj\ rc ^c n oj o\f` _jri oc` i`orjmf+"
P\rnc\mf n\ _P`kjmo ib oc n n\b\ c\n iqj q`_ ^jin _`m\] ` k\m\ij \ \i_ _\o\ n`^pm ot h`\npm`n
ji ]joc n _`n- P\rnc\mf+ a`\m ib \mm`no ajm c\^f ib+ in non ji ^jhhpi ^\o ib
ocmjpbc `i^mtko`_ `h\ n mjpo`_ ocmjpbc ^jhkpo`mn mpii ib oc` n`^pm` \ n
jk`m\o ib ntno`h-

K0//03

K0//02

K0//02

HKBR47

HKBR47

HKBR47

HKBR47

HKBR47

HKBR47

0/./8.1/03

/4./8.1/03

/4./8.1/03

0/./8.1/03

/4./8.1/03

/4./8.1/03

12./7.1/03 04945

13./7.1/03 /49//

13./7.1/03 /49//

14./7.1/03 /1934

14./7.1/03 /4906

14./7.1/03 /4906

Bjo^jh ]j\non ja
c\^f ib \ NK \i_
m`apn`n ^jhh`io

y c\^f`_ jpm E`mh\i ^m`_ o m\o ib ntno`h \i_ kpo jpm Nm h` K i no`mxn ^m`_ o m\o ib
oj u`mj ]`^\pn` _ _ixo f` oc` bpt+z n\ _ Bjo^jh- yWjp c\q` \ a bpm`_ ]t ijr
oc`m`xn \ijoc`m Nm h` K i no`m _jixo f`-z
D?PP?P oc`i h\f`n oc` aj jr ib no\o`h`ion "0( Bjo^jh c\n ^jiq ^o jin ajm
c\^f ib 1( Bjo^jh n q`mt r`\ oct 2( Bjo^jh c\o`n Q \o`m \i_ I`t 3( K\it `s
Bjo^jh am `i_n \i_ no\aa`mn r`m` b q ib iajmh\o ji oj Q \o`m 4( Bjo^jh t`no`m_\t
]j\no`_ oc\o c` c\^f`_ oc` E`mh\i NK ]`^\pn` c` _ _i o f` c h 5( Bjo^jh n
^c\i^`n ja ijo ]` ib `som\_ o`_ oj oc` Si o`_ Qo\o`n \m` cpb` t `ic\i^`_ a c`
h\i\b`_ oj ^c\ib` oc` Ejq`mih`io-"
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K0//05

K0//04

HKBR47

K0//06

HKBR47

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

/4./8.1/03

14./7.1/03 029//

/4./8.1/03

14./7.1/03 0/926

14./7.1/03 07904

HKBR47

Bjo^jh _`i `n c` n
]`c i_ oc` Uc\ ` M
c\^f ib

B\q _ D nc`m9 Kt
c noj t r oc A\h`mji
Q \o`m
Bjo^jh \_h on c`
^jp _ kjo`io \ t
c\^f Q \o`m n `h\ n

K\ooc`r
@J?AIFMSQC
LX F`m\ _

B\q _ D QFCP
LX F`m\ _

I h Bjo^jh n\tn c n ^jhh`ion t`no`m_\t \]jpo c\^f ib oc` E`mh\i Nm h`
K i no`m n ^m`_ o m\o ib c\_ ijoc ib oj _j r oc oc` c\^f ib ja oc` Uc\ ` M ] jbMi P\_ j L`r X`\ \i_ oc n hjmi ib+ Bjo^jh n\ _ oc` nojmt c\_ ijoc ib oj _j r oc
oc` c\^f ib ja A\h`mji Q \o`m n Uc\ ` M ] jb-

I h BMRAMK

Rjq\ M @P CL
2 L`rn

L ^ft F?ECP

A\h`mji QJ?RCP

B\h` @`q`m t
U?ICK

M @P CL m`kjmon oc\o BM AMK n\tn Bjo^jh nr`\mn ji oc` q`n ja c n a q` ^c _m`i I h BMRAMK
c` c\_ ijoc ib oj _j r oc L ^ft F\b`m n ]jjf B mot Nj o ^n jm c\^f ib oc` Uc\ ` M
`h\ n o r\n ]\n`_ pkji+ ]po c` n\tn ^jp _ c\^f Q \o`m n ^jhkpo`m a c` r\io`_ ojF n ^m h i\ k\no r\n m __ `_ r oc c\^f ib ^jiq ^o jin+ i^ p_ ib _\o\ `nk ji\b` \i_
^jhkpo`m am\p_F` ^ \ hn oc` N`io\bji \i_ L?Q? r`m` \hjib oc` q ^o hn-

"J\no i bco Y16./7.1/03Z \o oc\o h``o ib Y i ?p^f \i_Z F\b`m r\n o\ f ib \]jpo
oc`m` n hjm` nopaa ^jh ib jpo r` cjr _j`n c` fijr= F` n j]q jpn t bjo oj ]` i
^jio\^o r oc oc` c\^f`m-"
"? `\f n \ n\a`ot q\ q` i nj^ `ot \i_ oc` Uc\ `j c\^f`m n \ "_`^`io \i_ `oc ^\
k`mnji"+ B mot Nj o ^n \pocjm L ^ft F\b`m oj _ \ k\^f`_ c\ ja k`jk ` i ?p^f \i_
\no i bco-"

B\q _ D QFCP
LX F`m\ _
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HKBR47

Ac `a Mh]p_nh\i oj
kmj]` h i no`m \
jaa ^`n

17./7.1/03 05930

/4./8.1/03

K0//08

Ejjb `+ D\^`]jjf \i_ ?_\h @CLLCRR
Rr oo`m oj ]` lp uu`_ LX F`m\ _
i F\^f ib
iq`no b\o ji Q \o`m

16./7.1/03 00916

K0//1/

B mot Nj o ^n c\^f`m
_`^`io \i_ `oc ^\
k`mnji

B\h` @`q`m `t YU?ICKZ+ rcj _ _ ijo r\io oj ^jhh`io ji F\b`m n ]jjf+ n\ _
nnp`n ]`ajm` oc` Maa ^` ja oc` Mh]p_nh\i m\ n`_ ^ji^`min \]jpo oc` ^\k\^ ot oj
c\i_ ` m`lp`non \i_ kj ^ `n pn`_ ]t _`k\moh`ion+ m\oc`m oc\i \it \ `b`_ mjmo ib
ja oc` ntno`h- " c\q`i o j]n`mq`_ \itoc ib n i no`mQ \o`m r\n oj_\t `sk`^o ib hjm` ja c n h`nn\b`n oj ]` h\_` kp] ^ ]t oc` c\^f`m
oj_\t-

K0//10

KN Ajin _`mn `b\
Pj_i`t R h`n
\^o ji \b\ ino L ^ft
F\b`m
K\i amjh h i nomt
B\q _ D QFCP
iq`no b\o`_ jq`m ] jb LX F`m\ _
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HKBR47

K0//11

/4./8.1/03
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17./7.1/03 03907

17./7.1/03 /49//

/4./8.1/03

B\q _ D QFCP
LX F`m\ _

18./7.1/03 /49//

D QFCP m`kjmon oc\o "\]jpo 47// ^jhh`ion r`m` h\_` pi_`m oc` kn`p_jith- c`
h`nn\b`n r`m` if`_ oj \ n`mq`m ]` jib ib oj oc` h i nomt \i_ i^ p_` iajmh\o ji
rc ^c \kk`\mn oj _`io at c h-"
" c` h`nn\b`n r`m` j]o\ i`_ amjh oc` Uc\ ` M n o` \i_ h\_` \q\ \] ` oj oc`
F`m\ _-"
" o n ocjpbco oc`t r`m` o\f`i \o oc` n\h` o h` \n iajmh\o ji k\nn`_ oj L ^ft
F\b`m ajm pn` i c n B mot Nj o ^n ]jjf+ ]po ijo ]t oc` n\h` k`mnji-"
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2/./7.1/03 01900

2/./7.1/03 02913

/4./8.1/03

11./8.1/03

HKBR47

HKBR47

K0//12

K0//87

F\b`m n m` \o jinc k
r oc c\^f`m m`q`\ `_

?]] ` L?N CP
Rc` Nm`nn

R h Kpmkct+ Qc\ti`
Apmm `
LX F`m\ _

K0/0//

h oc` q ^o h ja \
nh`\m ^\hk\ bi9
Hp_ oc Aj in m`n bin

Rc` `h\ oc\o
]mjpbco _jri Hp_ oc
Aj in

K0/012

B`m`f AFCLE
LX F`m\ _

HKBR47

K0//13

K ^c` ` F`r onji
io`mq `r9 L ^ft F\b`m K ^c` ` FCU RQML
LX F`m\ _
Qj F\b`m `_ \]jpo
A\h`mji QJ?RCP
ijo fijr ib rcj oc` Uc\ ` M
c\^f`m r\n
? oc` a i\i^ `m n h`i K\oo L NNCPR
D? PD?V

HKBR47

/7.0/.1/03

HKBR47

K0//14

11./8.1/03

2/./7.1/03 /49//

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

2/./7.1/03 0393/

20./7.1/03 0092/

/4./8.1/03

Uct r` ocjpbco rc\o
r` ocjpbco
L`r nc o c\n ^jh` oj
bco

Ppnn` @mjri
F\m_ L`rn
Dm\i M QSJJ T?L
Rc` B h Njno

P`\ m`\nji ]`c i_
K\oo L NNCPR
Hp_ oc Aj in _`h n` D? PD?V

20./7.1/03 /49//

K0//2/

K0//15

HKBR47

K0//18

HKBR47

/4./8.1/03

HKBR47

/4./8.1/03

20./7.1/03

/4./8.1/03

20./7.1/03 /49//

/0./8.1/03

Hp_ oc AMJJ LQ

L ^ft F?ECP

P?UQF?PI

F\^f`_ `h\ n \kk`\m oj ncjr Fjo^c i n`^m`o t k\ _ ] jbb`mn A\h`mji Q \o`m \i_ A\oct
P?UQF?PI
M_b`mn oj rm o` \oo\^f kjnon pi_`mh i ib oc` Q`m jpn Dm\p_ Maa ^`+ on _ m`^ojm ?_\h D`` `t+
\i_ oc` D i\i^ \ K\mf`on ?pocjm ot+ rcj r`m` kmj] ib c n ^j \kn`_ F\ijq`m D i\i^` i
1/00 \i_ 1/01
Iijr ib D\ a\s r\n iq`no b\o ib oc` c\^f`_ `h\ n+ o n ]` `q`_ M_b`mn 'fijri ]t oc`
] jb i\h` A\^opn I\o`( r`io ocmjpbc c`m jri `h\ n \i_ ajpi_ njh` oc\o ^jp _ ]` n``i \n
hk ^\o ib Aj in Rc n ^jmm`nkji_`i^` oc`i ajpi_ on r\t oj \ @``c q` no\aa`m ji Dm _\t
i a\^o+ D\ ma\s _ _ ijo c\q` oc\o k\mo ^p \m i^m h i\o ib `h\ + \i_ oc` c\^f`m fijri \n
P\rnc\mf n\ _ t`no`m_\t c` _ _ ijo c\q` o ` oc`m Rc\o `h\ r\ni o `\f`_ ]t h`+ c\_
ijoc ib oj _j r oc o+ n\ _ P\rnc\mf+ rcj r\n \ nj oc` njpm^` ajm L ^ft F\b`m n ]jjf B mot
Nj o ^n

L NNCP no\o`n oc\o " c` k ^opm` n k\ io`_ ]t \ ^\^c` ja `h\ n \i_ _j^ph`ion
c\^f`_ amjh Uc\ `j ] jbb`m A\h`mji Q \o`m \i_ m` `\n`_ oj D\ ma\s K`_ \-"
c` _j^ph`ion+ kmjq _`_ ]t q b \io` c\^f`m P\rnc\mf+ _`o\ ^jhh`m^ \ ifn
]`or``i Q \o`m \i_ c n jib o h` am `i_ \i_ oj]\^^j j]]t no A\mm ^f Em\c\h-

L ^ft F?ECP
L?N CP m`kjmo`_ oc\o "F` YF?ECPZ _`n^m ]`_ om\^f ib _jri oc` c\^f`m rcj
\oo\^f`_ Q \o`mxn ntno`h \i_ nk`i_ ib r``fn ^jiq i^ ib c h oj nc\m` c n
iajmh\o jiF\b`m kmjh n`_ c` rjp _ `inpm` oc` iajmh\o ji m` `\n` r\n wwnjh`oc ib hjm`
\no ib \i_ ja ] bb`m q\ p`xx oc\i oc` c\^f`mxn k \ii`_ r oo`m _phkF` n\ _ fijr ib oc` njpm^` ja iajmh\o ji \i_ oc` m hjo q`n ajm m` `\n ib o r\n
`nn`io \ ww fijr c h Yoc` c\^f`mZ r` ijr+ \i_ ompno c h+xx c` n\ _- wwF n hjo q\o ji r\n
oc\o A\h`mji Q \o`m r\n \ ]\no\m_ \i_ r`x _j c h jq`m-xx
ww c` m`\nji c` \oo\^f`_ c h r\n c` ocjpbco c` r\n \ k)))) xx"
A\h`mji QJ?RCP
" \ nj nkjf` \o `iboc r oc oc` K i no`m m`nkjin ] ` oj_\t 'Hp_ ot Aj in(- Qc` n
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POL.10000.0024

POL.10000.0027

POL.10000.0028

05/14

NZ Police – Trade Me Information Request Form
(This request is made in accordance with the terms of the Letter of Agreement between Police and TradeMe)

Details of Request
Request Date:

26/09/2014

Police File No:

140825/0055 (mandatory)

Operation Name:

Oracle

Police Employee Requesting the Information
Detective

Position:
Phone: (
Station:

Name:

)

Specify the
information being
sought by Police
(attach separate
schedule if
necessary)

QID:

Mobile:

Manukau

Information
Requested

Joseph Teo

Email:

JTAB35

Fax: (

)

jtab35@police.govt.nz

Member's contact details or

Relevant links to previous memberships, IP addresses, other members, etc

Details of Auctions involving Member since: December

2013

Detail other information sought and any comments:

Current cell phone number

Investigation
Particulars

Trade Me User
Name:

Auction Number:

Transaction Date:

Provide sufficient
details to allow for
Trade Me to readily
identify the relevant
transaction or user.

Email Address:

nicky@paradise.net.nz

Real Name:

Nicky HAGER

Address:

73B Grafton Road, Roseneath,
Wellington

Other (specify):

Date of birth:

Provide a brief synopsis of the background that has given rise to this request:

Police are investigating a complaint of Accessing a computer system for dishonest purpose.
Production Order Enclosed?

NO

Does this request require urgent action (if yes then
outline reasons

NO

Is this request form submitted to support a previously
made urgent verbal request?

NO

I certify that the information sought is necessary (select which applies)
To avoid prejudice to the maintenance of the law by any public sector agency, including the prevention,
detection, investigation, prosecution, and punishment of offences;
For the enforcement of a law imposing a pecuniary penalty;
For the protection of the public revenue;
For the conduct of proceedings before any Court or Tribunal (being proceedings that have been
commenced or are reasonably in contemplation);
To prevent or lessen a serious threat to public health or public safety;
To prevent or lessen a serious threat to the life or health of the individual concerned or another individual.
OR
This information is requested under s69(4)(b) of the Second Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 2004

The completed form should be emailed to ts@trademe.co.nz
Contact Trade Me during business hours on (04) 803 2604
or for Urgent After Hours requests on
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NZ Police – Trade Me Information Request Form
(This request is made in accordance with the terms of the Letter of Agreement between Police and TradeMe)

Details of Request
Request Date:

12/09/2014

Police File No:

140825/0055 (mandatory)

Operation Name:

Oracle

Police Employee Requesting the Information
Position:

Det Sgt

Name:

Phone:
Station:

Simon Beal

QID:

Fax: (09)2622662

Mobile:

Manukau

Information
Requested
Specify the
information being
sought by Police
(attach separate
schedule if
necessary)

Email:

SBAR61

sbar61@police.govt.nz

Member's contact details or

Relevant links to previous memberships, IP addresses, other members, etc

Details of Auctions involving Member since: 2010
Detail other information sought and any comments:

Details of any information held on the foillowing person including contact details, cookie details, IP
addresses and trading/payment history on Trademe or any associated companies:
Nicky HAGER, born
or e-mail address nicky@paradise.net.nz.

Investigation
Particulars

Trade Me User
Name:

Auction Number:

Transaction Date:

Provide sufficient
details to allow for
Trade Me to readily
identify the relevant
transaction or user.

Email Address:

Real Name:

Address:

Other (specify):

Provide a brief synopsis of the background that has given rise to this request:

Information required for high profile investigation of access to a computer system for dishonest
purpose, Contrary to Section 249 Crimes Act 1961.
The person has been identified as being in receipt of illegally obtained material.
Production Order Enclosed?

NO

Does this request require urgent action (if yes then
outline reasons

YES Information is subject to an ongoing investigation
which has strict time parameters, any timely reply would be
gratefully received.

Is this request form submitted to support a previously
made urgent verbal request?

NO

I certify that the information sought is necessary (select which applies)
To avoid prejudice to the maintenance of the law by any public sector agency, including the prevention,
detection, investigation, prosecution, and punishment of offences;
For the enforcement of a law imposing a pecuniary penalty;
For the protection of the public revenue;
For the conduct of proceedings before any Court or Tribunal (being proceedings that have been
commenced or are reasonably in contemplation);
To prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to public health or public safety;
To prevent or lessen a serious and imminent threat to the life or health of the individual concerned or
another individual.
OR
This information is requested under s69(4)(b) of the Second Hand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 2004

The completed form should be emailed to ts@trademe.co.nz
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Request for access to documents/information
NZ POLICE - FORM 3
Under Official Information Act 1982 and Privacy Act 1993

;

Email:

and

Fax: (09) 914 4118 and (04) 915 6346
Date:
1.

Immigration client
number (if known)

Requestor’s details

Surname, Given Name:
2.

18/09/2014

SMITH, Rachelle

Employer: New Zealand Police
Address:

42 Manukau Station Road
Manukau
5.

Do you require confirmation of the person’s NZ
Immigration status?

Telephone:
Yes
3.

No

I wish to receive your reply by?
Post

As per above

Email

RSBE65@police.govt nz

6.

I require other document/information as shown
below:

Fax

Document / Information Details
4.

Details of person information is being requested
for:

Signature (if submitted by fax):

Surname, Given name:
Other known names:
Date of birth:
Passport
(country/number)
Address (if known)
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I am investigating a serious high profile fraud
case. A person of interest to the case has
indicated that they were in Vanuatu on the
22nd of August 2014.
At this stage we do not know the identity of
this person but we believe that they are a New
Zealand resident or citizen.
Is it possible to obtain a list of New
Zealanders who were in Vanuatu on that date?
I understand that this may be a complicated
request. If you require any further
information please send me an email or give
me a call.
RSBE65@police.govt.nz

My supervisor is Detective Sergeant Simon
Beal. He can be contacted on
.
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Radio LIVE
17/08/2014

MH

Mike HOSKING

NH

Nicky HAGER

MH

One day Nicky HAGER receives a package. It’s an 8 gigabyte USB
digital storage device, the contents of which consisted of thousands of
pages on Facebook and by email between blogger Cameron SLATER,
Whale Oil and his close political associates, Jason EDE from the Prime
Minister’s office, Cabinet Minister Judith COLLINS and others like
consultant to National MP Simon LUSK. What is revealed is rather
explosive insight into the inner workings and partnerships between
blogs like Whale Oil and those in power where posts are ghost written
by clients, blackmail campaigns are hatched, repeated searches for sex
and the sleaze and a seamless flow of information between those in
power and bloggers such as Cameron SLATER. All this alleged by
Nicky HAGER and in a sense it is a book about understanding
machinations behind modern political power. Nicky HAGER’s a
journalist and author of books including Other Peoples Wars and The
Hollow Men. His latest book is Dirty Politics, how attack politics is
poisoning New Zealand’s political environ, Nicky good morning.

NH

Good morning.

MH

It was released only four days ago, the reaction has been huge but
what I haven’t heard is what has been the reaction like compared to
when The Hollow Men came out.

NH

Funny when I was working on this book, I was thinking to myself that I
was really producing what was in effect a slightly a sequel but mainly
like an appendix to The Hollow Men cause I think of The Hollow Men as
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being the best thing I could do in my life to explain how politics works
and the way that we don’t want to act, how people work deceptively and
so I didn’t actually expect a very large reaction from this. I didn’t as
expect as large a reaction as I got to The Hollow Men and it’s been
exactly the other way round, it’s been, it’s been ferocious and and it’s
not, I’m not just talking about through the, through the news media
where it has, where I’ve had a very busy few days, but the reaction to
the book has been unlike anything I have ever experienced before and
the amount of public reaction that I’ve been getting has blown me away.
MH

Even compared to The Hollow Men?

NH

Far far beyond The Hollow Men.

MH

You say in the acknowledgements, I’m looking at the, it’s quite
interesting, it was a National Party staffer that gave you the idea for the
book, is that right?

NH

Yeah that was my, that was thanking people who did. I, I can't
remember, two or three years ago I was having a, having lunch down
by Wellington Harbour with a friend who was working in in Parliament
for the National Party who told me that there were all these
machinations going on and told me the names of people who were sort
of the network of attack dogs and strategists and people who you don’t
see in public who are doing things and some of them were just names
to me at the time and the person gave me a few documents to sort of
spur my interest and it went on maybe I’ll work on this sometimes list so
it was fair enough that I thanked them for putting the idea first in my
mind.

MH

For those who haven’t read the book Nicky HARGER, what is the
essence if you could distil it down, what is the essence of Dirty Politics.
We’ve had excerpts ad vernitum through the papers, what is the
essence of the book?
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NH

Let me say first what it’s not. This is definitely even though the source
material came from from the blogger Whale Oil, Cameron Slater, it’s not
a book about him. It’s not, I’m actually not very interested in him
particularly in himself. What it’s about, it’s about the political culture of
New Zealand and long before I had access to this material, I’m not the
only one in New Zealand who is thinking why is our politics full up of
petty scandals, politicians being tripped up, a kind of nastiness. I I
know, I’ve been coming across all sorts of people who had been
mauled by Whale Oil or mocked on the Kiwi Blog and had had my own
suspicions but absolutely no evidence that there was, there was a scale
of personal attacks and orchestrated negative politics going on that I
didn’t remember and the thing that, I suppose it come to the core of it,
there’s been a strange situation where we’ve had a Prime Minister
whose been saying he is relaxed and friendly and he looks it and he is it
to some extent and yet at the same time there’s been all this negative
politics going on and what I found, the core of the book is that I’ve found
that at the same time as John KEY and the National Party were
promoting themselves as above negative politics, they were willing to
use these dirty dogs yeah.

MH

So really even though Cameron SLATER appears right throughout the
book and based largely on him, it’s not, you try and portray an
understanding of the way modern power works, is that fair?

NH

That’s a and its actually the same as with my other books. If you get a
large body of material, I could’ve just produced a dossier, I could’ve
done a dossier of emails.

MH

Why did you?

NH

Because…

MH

Fran O’SULLIVAN said why didn’t you put it up on Wikipedia.

NH

Well in fact the materials may come yet, we can talk about that but
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because I’m a writer, I actually care about the wider issues of politics
and how it works and what makes better politics and worse politics and
when you get, when I get that information it actually gives me an
opportunity to write about those bigger things themes, that’s why it’s not
a dossier of dirt, it’s actually tryna be a thoughtful book and a fair book
about how politics works and how people come to do dodgey things and
and how why politics feels like it does for the public.
MH

You talk about a two track approach in politics, two track, a
phenomenon adapted from US republic and style politics, what is two
track politics and how has it manifested itself here?

NH

The first person who told me about two track politics interestingly is
Simon LUSK, one of the characters in the book, this National Party
strategist, after straight after The Hollow Men came out which is a few
years ago um New Zealand being New Zealand I know his uncle, his
uncle said Simon LUSK would like to get in contact with you and I had a
very, he’d been mentioned vaguely in the book, we had this very
friendly conversation back and forth where he told me this theories
about negative campaigning and luckily I saved the emails because he
was the one who first explained to me that what that, this is some time
ago, in US politics there’s a lot of negative campaigning in US politics
and what the republicans had realised was that when they are doing the
attacks, when their politicians are doing the attacks themselves and
smearing people and producing ads to try and make their opponents
look bad, it rebounds on them that people think yuk I don’t like what
they’re doing and so that’s where the con…the republican party
concept of the two track politics came from and that is that the leader is
has their hands kept clean and they rise about it all and they don’t join
in the attacks and they don’t do, don’t do nasty politics but they have
these other people who are part of the party who do it all for them and
so they get the benefits of looking like they’re responsible and above
that kind of politics while getting other people to do all the dirty work for
them.
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MH

And Simon LUSK explained this to you?

NH

He sent me articles and explained it to me. He’s a complex and
interesting man. One of the things I tried to do with, tried to do with this
book and my other books is not to demonise people. He believes in
what he’s doing, he’s a strategist, I don’t happen to like some of what
he does and I say that in the book and I’m not defending what he does
but the people you know we had a reasonable discussion about politics
yeah.

MH

The other interesting thing that he does say and maybe this is part of
the heart of it as well, part of the core perhaps, I’m quoting here from
Simon LUSK “There are a few basic propositions with a negative
campaign that are worth knowing about. It lowers voter turnout, favours
right more than left as the right continues to turn out and drives away
the independents” so in short if any people simply stop participating in
politics so really is that what attack politics is also about?

NH

When I wrote The Hollow Men I was, at that stage I thought that the
tactics were mostly about how you win people to your side and put them
off your opponents and what, reading US political strategy since and
particularly looking at the material I got for this book, it was actually this
really sinister and new idea that suddenly dawned on me of what was
going on and that is that if a party, the party doesn’t have to win voters
onto their side. If they can just make people think politics is all stuffed,
they’re all as bad as each other, it’s nothing to do with me, they’re all
idiots, I don’t want anything to do with this and people don’t vote, well
that’s another way you can win elections and that’s, I mean that’s a
really scary idea.

MH

And what you read not just in the emails but the tactics and the
processes, the methodical thinking about how information is released.
I’m quoting here Cameron SLATER says “that website info will hit soon,
watch the damage that ensues Aaron BATNIGAR. I’ve been meaning to
ask you lol when do you run it? Cameron writes been working through it
5
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all, was gonna do it this week but COFF is away. Far better to do it
when the putz is back. Cameron the most damaging is the 18,000
emails and the credit cards transactions aaron F me I haven’t been that
forensic myself this will be huge and so really what’s it about, it’s about
death by a thousand cuts so you leak information, you release
information very slowly.
NH

Yeah nah not all listeners will know, what, the bit, the story you’re
talking about there is the one which has been in the news which was
about when Cameron SLATER and this man called Jason EAD from the
Prime Minister’s department went inside the Labour Party’s computers,
they downloaded their membership lists and their donors and their
email servers and things and each of them had a copy and they worked
through how they were going to put it out there and and I’m so tired,
would you remind me where we’re up to in the interview sorry.

MH

No I’m just, I’m just saying death by a thousand cuts, you leak stuff.

NH

Yes thank you.

MH

…slowly, that’s part of a modus operandi…

NH

Yes so let me continue.

MH

…isn’t it?

NH

So what the point of, beg your pardon I’ve done 55 interviews. The point
I was going…

MH

You have haven’t you.

NH

The point I was going to make that what they’re talking about there is
not we have found out something that the Labour Party has done wrong
and we will expose their wrong doing, all their conversations are about
this will be great, this will basically hurt the Labour Party’s election
campaign, it will distract them, it will mean that people won't give them
donations, it will mean that people are scared to communicate with
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them, they were joking about how they were hurting the ability of the
Labour Party to run it’s campaign and to, in the middle of an election
campaign. In other words this, I mean this is why I called it Dirty Politics
because it wasn’t about putting information out there or debating the
issues, this the hit that Jason EAD and Cameron SLATER did was
simply to cause damage to their opponents so that they couldn’t
campaign as well and it was easier for National to win.
MH

Speak about the role to me of Jason EAD, I’m quoting you here “It is
unusually grubby to have a member of the Prime Minister’s staff digging
around in their opponents computer system looking for dirt. EAD was
doing all this in his role as Senior Advisor to the PM based in his 9th
floor Beehive office number 9042, only two doors away from John
KEYS. Who is Jason EAD, what does he do?

NH

Jason EAD is the longest serving of John KEYS so called press people
and he’s from all the period covered by the book he was being paid by
the public but his job wasn’t to help put out press releases to say what
the government was doing and to announce press conferences and
things. He was one of a number of staff in the Prime Minister’s
department but he’s the most prominent of the materials I’ve got, whose
job was to run essentially dirty tricks for the government and that meant
that he was he was using the National Party Research Unit to dig dirt
which the government itself would be embarrassed to put out and give it
to Cameron SLATER or to David FARRO or other allies that they had
and then they didn’t have to show that they were doing those tactics
themselves. He would do things like the government was in trouble on
an issue, the government controls the information of the country, they
control the public servant, they would find out what information was in
the public service could be used to attack their opponents and then
Cameron SLATER would contact oh sorry Jason EAD would contact
Cameron SLATER and say why don’t you put in an official information
request in straight away and he would give him the words to say and
then there’d be someone in the government department who was being
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ordered from the Prime Minister’s office to release that information like
the next day or something whereas most of us wait for a month or more,
basically it was his job to use the privileges and the information that the
government had and whatever tricks they could think up to damage
their opponents but not to do it where the public could see what they
were doing and might hold the government responsible but through the
second track which was to give it out to the David FARRAs and
Cameron SLATERs and others to do the attacks for them.
MH

So it’s back, it’s back to that two track politics philosophy.

NH

It is. I began the book by describing how the election campaign is
started because really I mean the National Party only has one serious
asset and that is John KEY. He’s a very very talented politician.

MH

To that end would John KEY have known about Jason EAD’s activities
or what Jason EAD have been a bad apple as they say?

NH

On the material I’ve got, it doesn’t say I’ve just gone into John KEY’s
office and checked with him but when you’ve got your longest term staff
member running attack after attack for you. I personally do not believe
that it is credible that that the Prime Minister didn’t know and a more
important thing, what I see through, what I saw through the materials
was in the early years it was Jason EAD who mainly dealt with
Cameron SLATER and other people and planned the attacks with them.
After in recent years after for example Cameron SLATER cooperated
with Auckland National Party on that that sex scandal against, against
the other candidate, against Len BROWN and more and more recent
attacks, John KEY himself has been having much much more contact
with Cameron SLATER. I think they’ve, I think they got careless in a
way that they didn’t insulate it by the staff and John KEY himself has
been doing more and more work with Cameron SLATER himself.

MH

The big question that a lot of people ask and a lot of people are
emailing me here is the ethics Nicky of taking other people’s emails…
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NH

Quite quite so

MH

…and publishing and publishing them for all to see. How do you
respond to that?

NH

I mean that has been the attack line against me and I fronted this from
the beginning, I said…

MH

You say they’re…

NH

…I have to say where it came from. Let me, let me give my answer. My
answer is that actually this is the same as every leak ever. Leaks are
about getting unauthorised information. If you look, if you look at the
ones, I’ll give to you some big ones from history - the New Zealand
example, the Wine Box Papers which exposed in the 1980’s
widespread large scale tax avoidance. The people who released that
information were in big trouble. There were court cases, it was called
theft. If you look at the Pentagon Papers which helped to end the
Vietnam War in the United States, that was called theft. If you look at
Edward SNOWDEN at the moment, I mean he’s in the risk of being
chucked in prison. The fact is that leaks are a safety valve in
democracies and other countries where information that comes out that
wasn’t supposed to come out, you can get in trouble for it. You run, I
run the risk, my sources run the risk but the reason why countries have
leaks is because the governments control information and sometimes
that means that important things don’t come out and it has to come out
and it’s a safety valve and yes it always…

MH

So as with the Pentagon Papers which I think actually the New York
Times didn’t want to publish it at first but they ended up doing it, privacy
is trumped by public interests?

NH

Secrecy and confidentiality is trumped by public interest but oddly
enough and one of the things I’ve been accused of which I really really
would like to say a word about is, I actually strongly believe in privacy. I
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think if you were to look at the body of the material I got, and see how
different journalists would’ve handled that, I’m at absolutely at the
privacy end of that. I could have humiliated Cameron SLATER. I don’t
believe in that. I could’ve humiliated some other people too. That’s no…
MH

And what do you mean by that?

NH

I mean that if you get given, same with Don BRASH with The Hollow
Man, when you get given a great big dump of other peoples material, it
includes their personal things, it includes embarrassing things that
they’ve done about their personal lives, it includes a whole lot of stuff
which is just nobody else’s business and I’m not gonna publish that and
I haven’t.

MH

Why not? If you, if you…

NH

There’s actually a simple formula, a leak is inherently not a good idea.
People shouldn’t have their information leaked and you have to have an
extremely high public interest, wars, lies, dirty politics, you have to have
a very good public interest reason before you do it and and the fact
people’s, like everyone else have dodgy things in their personal life or
they just have their own personal business, that’s not what leak…that
not what leak, that’s not my, my belief of leaking is for, my belief if
you’re gonna leak stuff, as in all the things I do, you do it for the highest
public interest and you have no right to release information which
doesn’t reach that high public interest that is going on.

MH

Some would say that the information that you received was stolen and
not leaked though.

NH

Do you know what, the SNOWDEN stuff is called, is called stolen, the
Pentagon papers were called stolen. Every book I’ve ever done I’ve
been told that it’s stolen. I was up front from the start. I received
information from a source I’d never had before which was the person,
one of the people who who’d attacked Cameron SLATER’s computer
after he called the guy on the West Coast who died, a feral who’d done
10
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the world a favour, that, I have to be up front about where that came
from because it was true but actually this is no different from the
government department person who leaks information. It’s always
technically wrong and you’ve gotta have a very good reason to do it and
say it had just been about Cameron SLATER’s personal life, I’d have
handled it back again, handed it back again, it wouldn’t been justified.
MH

So Nicky you are, you are sitting on some very grubby stuff that you
have not released?

NH

Yes some of its really grubby but actually most of it, we’re all entitled to
our private lives and I and just because I have that material means I just
have to put it out of my mind, it’s no one else’s business and I’m not
going to release it and in fact what I, on Q and A this morning, on
TVNZ, I explained what’s happening with material, I’ve had various
people saying to me the Prime Minister said you made it up and so I
went back to my source and said would you mind, cause I gave it all
back for legal reasons so that I couldn’t be, have an injunction, legal
action forcing me to reveal it or something. I went back to my source in
the last couple of days and said would you mind if I took a pile of the
source documents about Jason EAD and Judith COLLINS and things
and spread it round the media and the source said to me no actually
which is not the answer I expected and said that basically implied that
they might release the information themselves and at that stage once
again I said to them fine your business but will you please do what I’ve
done with the book and not release the personal stuff. I just, no I think I
think that I am acting ethically in the public interest and if and I’m not
prepared to cross the line into doing things which are unethical like
revealing people’s personal information.

MH

So will that, will that information, ever be released do you think?

NH

Yeah…

MH

And when?
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NH

…I think the implication is its going to be released and I don’t know.
Maybe in a few days or something, I actually don’t know the answer.

MH

Is, is the source involved in the political world?

NH

No. You may heard me saying in other interviews if, I actually don’t
believe that people should accept leaked information from political
actors, political parties, political people and I know this makes it difficult
when you work in Parliament and sometimes they might feel they have
to but actually if someone who is obviously political brings you stuff then
that’s their motives at work, not your own ones. I had someone come to
me who had got the stuff because they’d attacked this computer and
attacked that Whale Oil website cause they were mad at him and then
they ended up with the stuff and I talked through very seriously what
their motives were and who they were and if for example as has been
accused it had come from Kim Dotcom, I would’ve said haha thank you
no thank cause I don’t actually wanna be part of someone else’s
political plans, I wanna be doing my work.

MH

I’m speaking with journalist Nicky HAGAR about his new book Dirty
Politics, you also talk about in the book front organisations like the New
Zealand Taxpayers Union, an idea that too is modelled on an overseas
example, can you explain the nature of these front organisations, how
do they work?

NH

Yeah politicians are looking at ways of gaining creditability through third
parties and in the cases of Taxpayers Union which I think probably quite
a lot of people have heard about in the last few months and since it
appeared suddenly in the news media, it was set up by a man, David
FARRA who’s the Chief Pollster of the National Party, long term
National employee and the Chief Pollster, he does, his company does
the canvassing around the country, that’s helping on the election
campaigning, he’s a totally integrated part of the National Party election
machine.
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MH

But we all know that don’t we?

NH

We know that but then he founds an organisation and is the main sorta
brains behind it which we’re supposed to believe is a non partisan
independent organisation which is just working in the public interest.
Now this is known all round the world. There are, there are the mothers
for more motorways groups that are, that are paid for by the roading
lobbyies, there are the groups which are set up to, by the food industry
to explain why obesity’s not a problem. It is, it’s a well known
phenomenon, it’s called astro-turfing, it’s a joke on grass roots, it’s a
well known phenomenon that if your credibility’s not very good on an
issue, you pay some money and you get an organisation which will say
the things that you want it to that will look independent and from what I
saw of the Taxpayers Union, the person it’s fronted by whose all
through the documents I’ve got is a very, is a National Party political
activist in different ways. I think that it is a classic case of a front group.

MH

Wanna talk a little bit about the, another device that is used in
persuading opinion and you talk about it a fair amount, that’s the sex or
the sleaze factor and you say quoting you ‘SLATER’s sex related
attacks fall into two types. One is political blackmail aka Rodney HYDE’
you alleged he was blackmailed, what is the other one?

NH

The other, the other one’s actually the worst one in my opinion. The
blackmail was ugly, well the intended blackmail but you can actually
hear them planning it and deciding how they do it but the other one’s
much more important. I mean what you see over and over is Cameron
SLATER and his mates going around looking for sexual information or
sexual indiscretions about anyone that they don’t like over and over
about anyone they don’t like and at first it seems like the purpose of this
is so that they’ve got something to smear people with which of course in
the case of Len BROWN they did, working it hand in hand with the
Auckland National Party but there’s actually a distinctly more sinister
part to this and what Cameron SLATER explicitly says you know going
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to his prostitute friend and saying ‘Dig me more dirt on the pollies, the
politicians, I want’. Basically and this is, this is again is out of the dirtiest
end of politics overseas, if you know, if you’ve got dirt on somebody, if
you know that you can humiliate a leading journalist or a politician you
have power over them, they’re scared of you and I mean it is the most
unscrupulous possible way of getting power and people can read in
their own words their discussions about what, about digging this dirt and
what and why they’re doing it. I mean it’s really objectionable and this
comes to the heart of, what was the public interest in writing a book like
this?
MH

I’m quoting here from your book, page 116, quoting ‘rattle your cages to
see if Len rooted in brothels. He declared confident he will have, I’d love
a hooker to come forward and tell all about Lenny. His friend wrote back
‘what man in grey suits hasn’t? SLATER continued ‘Get me dirt, he’ll
get away with it otherwise. Whatever you’ve got or can rustle up what
he likes, when, how and how he pays.’ His friend said ‘I will get my
sticky feelers out’.

NH

I mean this is…

MH

Sleazy stuff.

NH

this is truly disgusting. What this was for people who haven’t read the
book yet, what that was about was he had already done the attacks on
Len BROWN at that stage but Lenny, Len BROWN hadn’t resigned and
so he was straight back to it trying to dig more sexual scandal about
him, it’s really grubby.

MH

Is there a left version of Cameron SLATER? I mean dirty politics
happens on all sides. I talked to Marion HOBBS earlier, we talked to
you know Mike WILLIAMS allegedly going to Australia to allegedly try
and dig up dirt on John KEY. I mean dirty politics is both on the left and
the right.
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NH

Maybe up to a point but no I want to dispute that. I think there are plenty
of politicians actually in all parties. I don’t wanna be part of a…they’re
all dogs, they’re all dirty and yuk, don’t have anything to do with
politics…I don’t really don’t wanna buy into that kind of idea. There are
plenty of people who go into politics for good motives, there are, there
are many people who are doing their, their earnest best job to debate
the issues and things and there are some people who cross the lines
because they think they can get away with it. If somebody flies to
Australia to try and find out if the Prime Minister has has done or John
KEY has done something unethical in his past as in something
genuinely which reflects on his credibility as a politician, maybe that’s
okay and if somebody finds out that David CUNLIFFE has done
something in his past which genuinely reflects on whether we should
trust him as a politician, then probably that is appropriate political
information but most of the stuff that I write about in the book was not
about whether people have used their power properly or accountability
of a government, all those things which are legitimate politics, they’re
about trip them up, embarrass them, smear them, scare them, have
power over them. I mean there’s a complete dif…and I haven’t seen an,
I mean I say this to the listeners, have you seen the equivalent of Whale
Oil on the other side. I just hope that the people on the left of politics
don’t see Cameron SLATER supposedly being effective and decide that
they will do the same, don’t do it.

MH

The sex thing, the sleaze thing, is that a model too borrowed from
overseas, the scandal, is this part of the, the manual of, of undermining
in the machinations of power?

NH

Yes I think well look you’ve always got to be careful when, I have to be
care…everyone has to be careful when they talk about something being
new. Politicians have been tricky through the history of the world,
probably there have been personal attacks through the history of the
world but when you talk about what, the thing which is newer here is
when it’s actually a systematic coordinated strategy as opposed to
15
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politicians doing stuff and that’s the thing that felt kinda made me very
uneasy as I read this stuff because it did seem that this was a
systematic concerted new tactic yeah.
MH

There also have been people are saying why didn’t you go back to the
people, you mentioned Rodney HYDE, the email exchanges do make
riveting reading for example the plan to get rid of Rodney HYDE to
replace him with Don BRASH and just quoting here ‘6 days to go before
the Act board meeting. LUSK found the leverage he needed to help
force HYDE out and install his client’, at 10pm on the Sunday he
explained the plan to SLATER via Facebook message cam, he wrote
‘We can f up Rodney.’ He had heard about HYDE sending some
inappropriate text messages to a young woman quoting ‘Jordan is
talking to a girl that Rodney has been sending dodgy texts to’ and
SLATER says ‘Get the texts. I can get them for Jonathan MARSHALL’
and so on, Rodney laughs at that. Why didn’t you go back to Rodney
and ring him up and say hey what’s this all about.

NH

Fair question. When you, when I work on a book like this, if you know in
an ideal world, I would go, cause we’re talking about journalist ethics
here, I, in a ideal world, I would go to each person who something was
written about, I would present the facts to them and I would put their
side in the story. That’s what the newspaper tries to do and so on right?
In the real world which I have to deal with, if I have got some explosive
information which there are very strong interests would like to try and
stop, if they knew it was coming and took legal action against it, it would
never ever see the light of day literally and so what do I do, because I
lecture on journalistic ethics to students whenever I can, journalistic
students, I care about these things, the simple answer is that if you
cannot go for comment and you can't always go for comment, then you
have an extra responsibility to be really really careful with your facts and
not go beyond what you can actually prove without going for comment.

MH

Finally Nicky this book, Dirty Politics, how attack politics is poisoning
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New Zealand’s political environment, what does this mean, this book
mean for the average New Zealander, what will this book mean to
them?
NH

Do you know, I hope they’ll read it actually. What I, the thing I hope
doesn’t, the thing I don’t wanna happen is that they think they’re all
sleaze bags and get put off politics. If that, if that’s the effect of my
book, I will be totally depressed and will have failed. The whole point of
doing this is that people see it a different way. People think I don’t
believe in doing it that way that they condemn the people who do it, that
other political actors think that I’m not gonna go down that track cause it
will get me in trouble too and it was the wrong way to do it, in other
words the only reason from my point of view of revealing dirty things is
because you’re trying to talk about a vision of how it should be better.

MH

Nicky HAGAR thanks for joining us this morning on Sunday morning.

END OF AUDIO
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New Zealand Police

New Zealand Bankers• Association

j

Information Request Form

ITo:

Address:

i
r

Date of Request:

24109/2014

Police FILE No:

140825/0055

Bus hrs:

I Fax:

. Email:
I

.;

Member ofPollce requesting the information

1 Rank and Name
I Station

Email

Detective Joseph TEO

--Manukau----··· '"'·-·----

____
_______

·-----,............

jtab35@police.govt.nz
· - - - ·~····..·-----····"··········- .........~·~·~···· ·· ·"''"'"" '''"" ''""'

Phone

,

(

)

____

,,.-------····-~~---·~ ........ ..

....

,

Mobi!e

....

,

Fax

Operation Name (if applicable):

Information Requested
• Details of information sought
by Police (attach separate
schedule if necessary)
• De~ails of images sough! by
Police (Time/dale & location of

This request relies on Principle 11 (e)(i) to assist in the detection of suspected

I criminal offending, namely; Fraud, Dishonest Access of a Computer System
I The infom,ation will allow for a preliminary investigation to determine the scale
of suspected offending (if any), thereby avoiding prejudice to the maintenance

I of the law through the detection of serious criminal offending in respect of·

-~

>

I

HAGER/Nicky

Search warrant enclosed
(If applicable}
NO

Urgency
I. (outline
reasons in request)
I NO

DOB:

I 738 Grafton Road, Roseneath, Wellington
I Information sought:
I, 1. Do you hold any accounts under the above names, including credit cards,
trusts.

I

2. Does the above person have signatory links on any other accounts.

I

3. If so, when were the accounts (including credit cards) opened.

14. What are the current balances and account numbers.
I

s. Who are the signatories on the accounts and what are their full details,
including names, addresses, dates of birth and cellphone numbers.
6. If there is an account, may I have details of all transactions on each account
for the last 3 months.
7. Also the dates, times and locations of the last week of transactions to
establish a location for him.

' 8. If no accounts are currently held, were any held in the past, who were the
I signatories and what was the closing date/reason.
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POL.10000.0143
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Bank transactions from PD 5/732-773 reformated
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Tidal wave of dirt that could swamp election - National - NZ Herald News

Hager: "I'd rather it didn't look like someone was playing politics too much." He says he wouldn't want to see content dripfed up to
election day. "When you act anonymously like that person is, it's only natural people will question your motives and wonder who you are."
So, with WhaleDump in the background, it's a confident Rodney MP Mark Mitchell who rejects the entire 10 pages in the book that claim
his selection in 2011 was a rort driven by Slater and his coconspirator, Simon Lusk.
"The information that's in there has a completely distorted picture that is not true."
He says he will take action after the election  "all options are on the table" including a defamation case. "This Nicky Hager has done a
complete hatchet job on me. My conscience is clear [on selection]. Simon and Cameron had their own thoughts on that."
Dirty Politics claims Lusk and Slater manipulated the selection of Mitchell in Rodney by abusing and deriding his opponents through the
Whale Oil blog. Hager claims Mitchell would not have won otherwise. Mitchell says: "The delegates are not influenced by anyone other
than the candidate."
Ask Mitchell is Slater if a mate, and he hedges. It's a big question to ask a National MP about Slater given the last week  the blogger is
the most unwelcome, leastliked person to have ever been a National Party member, says one source. Mitchell says they've known each
other since they were kids and come from old National Party families. He speaks of returning to New Zealand from working abroad: "One
of the things I wanted to do was stay true to my own set of personal values and that means not having people tell me who I can and can't
talk to. I don't want to have people say who you can and can't associate with."
One person Mitchell chooses not to associate with is Dotcom, who he met at a barbecue last year. He testified at the trial of John Banks
how the tycoon threatened Key and the National Government.
"I feel New Zealand has never been put in a position where it has had to face an ordeal like Kim Dotcom. There is a big risk of our own
House of Representatives being captured by him."
He speaks of the breakin to his Wellington office, the later burglary of his Rodney electorate office and the hacking.
"I chose to treat these things as random events. Some of the information we've seen come out recently has made me reevaluate that."
There have been text messages published in which Dotcom talks about targeting Whale Oil  the tycoon says it has nothing to do with
recent events but points to an upcoming defamation action against the blogger.
At the Whale Oil blog, moderator Travis Poulson says he's "skimmed" through most of the book and wonders if Hager was "given
everything or just been given what would be most negative towards National".
"I haven't read any of his other material," he says. "Some of it seems a bit extreme, a bit 'conspiracy theorist'. I'm not interested in that
kind of thing."
And when it comes to extradition  a courtgoverned process signed off by the Justice Minister of the day  Poulson claims it will be rorted
by Dotcom changing the government. He says this view, which has been denied repeatedly by Dotcom, is held among those who visit
the Whale Oil blog.
Poulson, who volunteers hours every evening monitoring the comment section on Whale Oil, talks of seeing the blog referred to as a
"cesspit". In his view, its a functioning community of people who enjoy each other's online company  and one which has cleaned up its
act this year.
A great deal more effort goes into removing some of the more offensive comments. Death threats and swearing are now banned,
although a quick glance through the comments shows racism still seems fine  discussion on tikanga brings comments about
compensation claims from Maori for toilet paper and soap, and a reference to welfare.
One moderator, Pete Belt, told the community last week: "Lots of things we do here will be considered unethical by people. Ethical isn't
something we are worried about. Only legal."
It's a community which is now under threat. People's secrets are exposed, he says. Emails to the blog contain "personal information".
"That's a gross invasion of privacy. There would be quite a few dozen, if not hundreds, of people who would be quite concerned."
Computer security is also a concern. Poulson suspects his computer has been under attack twice since Hager's book came out. "I can't
see what attacking me would bring to any motive. Anything political Cam would keep to himself.
"I'm just a volunteer for the blog."
He looks back over the week which has gone and says, "It feels like a long time. It's going to to be a shitstorm for days and weeks to
come."
But it should not return to how it was, says Hager. "[Slater] will keep going. But if he's not totally discredited, then something is seriously
wrong."
 NZ Herald
© Copyright 2015, NZME. Publishing Limited

Readable version

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313026
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Minister's staffer took part in blog - National - NZ Herald News

• The Whale Oil site boasted its largest number of visitors in the wake of the book's publication  although others have questioned the
validity of the figures. The site also reported Pak N Save's advertising agency had set up an "exclusion" to make sure its adverts no
longer appear on the blog.
 NZ Herald
© Copyright 2015, NZME. Publishing Limited

Readable version

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11313039
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The hacker revealed - industries - business | Stuff.co.nz

Although some of the material has been covered in Dirty Politics, significant chunks refer to matters
yet to be reported. Hager concluded a nexus existed between Slater, Graham and Food and
Grocery Council chief executive Katherine Rich, that was used to surreptitiously attack opponents of
corporate members of the council. New evidence shows:
An email from Slater in January 2014 in which the blogger wrote "December hits coin" and invoiced
Facilitate Communication $6555.
A series of emails the same month from Graham to Slater, headed "Hit" and sometimes including
"KR," including draft posts savagely critical of council members' commercial rivals or political
opponents. Shortly afterwards Slater posted articles - nearly identical to Graham's draft - on Whale
Oil.
An unreported email exchange between Graham, Slater and Rich discussing the political leanings of
the Generation Zero climate-change lobby group, concluding with Graham saying: "That's our job.
They're on the target list."
Countdown,the subject of more than a dozen critical blog postsin the months following the hack,
was concerned but guarded when approached for comment. Following a wave of negative publicity
earlier this year, the supermarket giant is now the subject of a Commerce Commission investigation
into its business practices.
Countdown managing director Dave Chambers said of the hacked emails: "If these claims are
correct this is not only disappointing but very disturbing given the subsequent impact on our
business."
Slater was combative and denied being influenced by payment in his choice of article subjects. "I
don't write posts for money, I write posts for personal interest," he said. "You should all get off the
high horse called sanctimony and perhaps mount the lame donkey called hypocrisy."
Rich would respond only with written statements: "We do not pay for media coverage or blogs."
She confirmed the unreported email was legitimate, but said: "The conclusions being drawn
illustrate the dangers of drawing conclusions from incomplete information, whether it's gained from
eavesdropping on a private conversation in a pub, intercepting the post, or reading someone's
private emails".
Reporting this saga has involved considerable paranoia and data- security measures on both sides.
Rawshark, fearing arrest for hacking, insists on communicating through encrypted emails routed
through computers running the secure Tails operating system.
Slater, wary of more personal information being hacked and claiming his mobile phone has been
subject to message bombing, preferred talking through an encrypted phone messaging service.
In an atmosphere charged by leaks and leapt-to conclusions, it's worth noting that several
tantalising leads provided by Rawshark's hack have turned out, following investigation, to have
benign or comedic explanation. A Facebook chat about meetings with SkyCity casino's executive, at
first glance sinister, turned out to be about Slater's failed attempt to solicit advertising while he was
editor of the now- defunct Truth newspaper.
Then there was the time Slater boasted online of "a request to sell 10 Mig-29s to another country"
and hiring an Antonov-124 cargo plane to ferry the military jets to their end customer.
The deal appears to have been nothing but a joke. "If I did that stuff do you think I'd be wasting my
time blogging?" Slater said. "Basically this fool has taken trash-talking pub chat and thinks it's fact.
Too funny."
- Sunday Star Times

Readable version
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/industries/10417726/The-hacker-revealed
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Whaledump signs off | The National Business Review

Whaledump signs off
CHRIS KEALL
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 5, 2014

John Key this morning: already moved on to other dangers (@Michael_Parkin)

Rawshark, the individual claiming to be the Dirty Politics hacker, has signed
off.
On Twitter, @Whaledump2 (a new account after the original was suspended
by the social network yesterday), the hacker tweeted at midday, "To targeted
ratf****rs: Good luck lying. Remaining dumps are with journos. You feeling
lucky, punk?"
That was shortly followed by "To all other ratf****rs, present and future: Don't
make me come out of retirement." (Language warning: there are no asterisk
in the original tweets.)
The hacker also tweeted, "This was never about party politics for me. I have
done what I set out to do. It is time to go."
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/whaledump-signs-ck-161980

Readable version
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And, "Don't try this at home.. unless you think it's important enough to risk 7
years in jail. Think it through" before a final tweet:
"By the time you read this, every device used in this operation will have been
destroyed and disposed of along with all the decryption keys ... So long,
Aotearoa!"
Hours before High Court date
The hacker's announcement came just just a couple of hours before Whale Oil
blogger Cameron Slater is due in the High Court at Auckland, applying for an
injunction to stop Fairfax (Stuff), APN (Herald) and MediaWorks (TV3) from
publishing his emails (some from Whaledump, some supplied directly by the
hacker known as Rawshawk — presumably also the person behind the
material released on @Whaledump [UPDATE: Slater lost].
There is a degree of tension for National.
Some in the party will be anxiously waiting to see if any of Whaledump's final
material includes message between Mr Slater and (then) senior
communications aide Jason Ede discussing the release of SIS documents under
OIA to the Whale Oil blogger — and particularly whether such a conversation
references what the PM knew, or not. However, if something that hot had
landed in the laps of Fairfax or APN this morning, it's likely they would have
rushed it online ahead of today's 2.15pm High Court hearing.
Ridden out the Whale scare?
If there is no major dirt in the final dump and Whaledump stays in
retirement, then it looks like National has managed to ride out the hacker
scare.
There has been a major casualty, the already-teetering Judith Collins, but a
clutch of polls over the past two days show National steady or rising.
Several figures in the saga have seen their reputations take a battering. But
the juiciest allegations have been against those in the right wing blogsphere,
PR and (the already unloved) finance company sector. Like other
commentators, I'm itching to say the PM's nice guy/everyman image has taken
a hit. But the preferred PM polls are simply not showing it.
Whaledump might be scratching his (or her) blowhole, wondering exactly
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/whaledump-signs-ck-161980

Readable version
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what kind of allegations of shabby behaviour it would take to actually move
public opinion.
And arguably the departure of one-time future leadership candidate Ms
Collins has been a setback for the opposition. A more centralist successor to
Mr Key, when he eventually retires, will have a better shot of beating Labour
and the Greens.
With investigations now underway by the Inspector-General of Intelligence
and Security and others, there is still potential for the PM and other Dirty
Politics actors to come a cropper. But none of the inquiries will report back
until long after the election. The various investigations could well weigh on
John Key's enthusiasm to stay on for the 2017 race, but they won't impact
September 20.
Dotcom's "Moment of Truth" still to come
National is not totally in the clear.
It still faces Kim Dotcom's September 15 rally at the Auckland Town hall, at
which the Internet Party founder promises to drop a "bombshell" on John Key.
The question now: will Dotcom's bombshell prove concussive, or seem a fizzer
next to the Whaledump's meaty revelations?
What do you think? Are you being more careful with your email post Dirty
Politics? Click here to vote in our subscriberonly business pulse poll.
ckeall@nbr.co.nz
Follow @ChrisKeall

Readable version
http://www.nbr.co.nz/article/whaledump-signs-ck-161980
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 1
Description: RESEARCH
Status: ACTIONED
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

sbar61 (Simon Beal)
GENERAL INVESTIGATION
snc823 (STEPHEN TREVOR
NIGHTINGALE)

Squad:

2IC

Class:

IMMEDIATE

on:

02/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Review of Nicky HAGER book Dirty Politics.
Obtain copy of publication and review for potential leads to identity of Hacker.
PROGRESS
Book reviewed, only evidential part of the book in regard to the source of the information the 'hacker' is
on pages 12 and 13.
Highlighted in the attachments to NIA occurrence 140825/0055

1372
POL.90000.0182
POL.90000.0183

POL.50070.0001
POL.90000.0184

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 2
Description: VICTIM - Obtain statement from victim SLATER
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

psbo68 (Paul Stenzel)

Squad:

2IC

AREA CANVASS
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
02/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Contact the Victim Cameron SLATER
Obtain an overview of the complaint, details of any possible offences:
Required
Formal Statement od Complaint detailing the offences and relevant witnesses.
Written consent to access E-mails, Facebook, Twitter and any other perceived hacks
Details of any potential witnesses and suspects.
PROGRESS
Complaint statement and screenshots believed to be of compromise obtained.
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POL.90000.0184

POL.50070.0002
POL.90000.0185

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 3
Description: Information Requests Google,Facebook,Twitter
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

psbo68 (Paul Stenzel)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
03/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
The Victim Cameron Slater has authorised Police to gain access to his media.
E-mails - Google
Facebook
Twitter
Whaleoil
Please prepare appropriate information requests or production orders to progress these enquiries
PROGRESS
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POL.90000.0184
POL.90000.0185

POL.50070.0003
POL.90000.0186

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 5
Description: SOCIAL MEDIA/ MEDIA
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
03/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
An extensive amount of information has been placed on Social media in regard to this matter.
Full analytical review in conjunction with intel required to identify persons who have stated the know the
identity of or been contacted by the hacker.
Eg Nicky HAGER has stated in media that knows who the hacker is and returned documentation to
them
Linked to each of these persons needs to be their contact details, address, e-mail, mobile phone, social
media details etc.. for future potential investigative techniques
PROGRESS
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POL.90000.0185
POL.90000.0186

POL.50070.0005
POL.90000.0187

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 6
Description: WITNESS Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
03/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
has been identified by Cameron SLATER as being his IT consultant for the Whaleoil
blog
Interview
hacker.

to see if has anything evidential to provide which may assist in identifying the

Assess whether FWS is required.
Assess whether
or SLATER have any records for the whaleoil site that was formerly hosted
in the US. (US company have stated that they no longer hold this data)
PROGRESS
Update 30/09/2014 JTAB35
0946 hrs - Phone message left for

to meet next week.

Provides limited technical support for SLATER. Only assisted with setting up the Whale oil website on
the Linode server. His technical background is also limited and has basic server management and
keeping things running. He isn't converse with hacking etc.
During the DDOS attack Feb 2014, the website server was locked out and neither SLATER and
couldn't access the website.
managed to access the data and copy a limited amount of the Whaleoil site through a
personal Linode account.
No server and/or IP address connection logs were obtained.
had no dealings with setting up SLATERS email and social media accounts. He also had
no dealing with setting up any of SLATERS personal home equipment.
If a technical problem was too difficult for
he would outsource the problem to someone else.
i.e setting up the Whaleoil website was done by someone else.
SLATER he thinks had secure access to the Linode Whale oil based site.
No further information was obtained prior to the server being closed down.
Will make contact with him next week in person to discuss further.
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POL.90000.0187

POL.50070.0006
POL.90000.0188

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 8
Description: ECL examination
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
03/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
SLATER has intimated that he may be prepared to hand over his computer in an attempt to identify any
malware that may have been used to hack his e-mails, facebook and twitter.
Consult with Matt Taylor at ECL and Cameron SLATER to identify the best method to do this.
Mitigating risks around allegations of further leaks needs to be a consideration.
PROGRESS
Slater's I-mac has been cloned and Luke Robinson of Southern area ECL has been tasked to conduct
the analysis.
Some technical issues with Slater's computer when it was returned has prevented the handing over of
the cellphone and laptop at this stage.
Slater has stated that the laptop that he uses was not purchased at the time of the 'hack' and therefore
is not of evidential value for looking at compromises.
Slater has stated that his cell phone a samsung galaxy S4 has been stripped and then put back
together again and will not be the compromise.
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POL.90000.0187
POL.90000.0188

POL.50070.0008
POL.90000.0189

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 9
Description: MEDIA - NIPPERT
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

AREA CANVASS
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
04/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Twitter account Whaledump has been closed down by Slater.
@Whaledump2 has started up on twitter as is supposedly the hacker starting back up
To Do:
Full capture of Whaledump2 data on an ongoing daily basis.
Matt NIPPERT is supposedly the hacker contact person to show authenticity of twitter account as being
the genuine hacker, need to identify method of communication and details of the e-mails, social media
or phone numbers that relate.
PROGRESS
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POL.90000.0188
POL.90000.0189

POL.50070.0009
POL.90000.0190

NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 10
Description: POI - Nicky HAGER
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

rsbe65 (Rachelle Smith)

Squad:

2IC

PERSON ENQUIRY
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
04/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Release of Book Dirty Politics and media releases post the release have stated that Nicky HAGER
knows the identity of the hacker and has been in communication with the hacker on a number of
occasions:
To do:
Obtain background information on HAGER in particular contact details, address, e-mail, mobile phone,
social media details etc.. for future potential investigative techniques
Identify properties and trusts that HAGER may have or be associated to.
PROGRESS
Immigration check by DS BEAL on 30th September 2014.
HAGER is a New Zealand Citizen currently in New Zealand and last re entered NZ on 2/7/2013
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 11
Description: MEDIA - David FISHER
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

rsbe65 (Rachelle Smith)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
04/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Post release of the Book Dirty Politics and then subsequent media releases have indicated that David
Fisher (NZ Herald) knows the identity of the hacker and has been in communication with the hacker:
To do:
Obtain background information on Fisher in particular contact details, address, e-mail, mobile phone,
social media details etc.. for future potential investigative techniques
PROGRESS
As per the people of interest spreadsheet.
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 12
Description: MEDIA - Paddy GOWER
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

rsbe65 (Rachelle Smith)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
04/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Post release of the Book Dirty Politics and then subsequent media releases have indicated that Paddy
GOWER (TV3) knows the identity of the hacker and has been in communication with the hacker:
To do:
Obtain background information on GOWER in particular contact details, address, e-mail, mobile phone,
social media details etc.. for future potential investigative techniques
PROGRESS
As per the people of interest spreadsheet.
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 19
Description: PRODUCTION ORDER - SEARCH WARRANT HAGER
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

SUSPECT ENQUIRY
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
22/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Nicky HAGER has openly stated that he knows the identity of the hacker and has been in
communication with the hacker.
To Do:
Prepare a Production order for the telephone data and any other online data that can be captured to
assist in the identification of the hacker.
Prepare a Search warrant for the seizure of any electronic item capable of holding data which may
identify the hacker, held by Nicky Hager at any appropriate location.
PROGRESS
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 22
Description: MEDIA - capture of source video
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

AREA CANVASS
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
22/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
PROGRESS
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 23
Description: 1S file - Judd HALL
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
24/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
From social media and Nicky HAGER it has been mooted that the motive for the hack was based on
comments made by Cameron SLATER in his blog regarding the death of Judd HALL on the West
Coast of New Zealand after a police pursuit.
To Do:
Obtain a copy od the 1S file, conduct a review to see if any persons linked to the report may have links
to persons capable of carrying out the hack
PROGRESS
Directional given to Analyst Justine Moore

Update JTAB35 - 30/09/14
Electronic file access provided by Det Kirsten NORTON.
file location in shared folder 504/working folder/Op manuka/
Doc10217 full crown file.
Pol 47 in 1S folder.
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 24
Description: POI - HAGER travel
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

rsbe65 (Rachelle Smith)

Squad:

2IC

PERSON ENQUIRY
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
29/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Westpac accounts and credit cards for HAGER show that payment has been made in 2014 for travel by
Air New Zealand and Jetstar.
HAGER in many media interviews has stated that there has been personal meets with the hacker.
To Do:
- Identify who travelled on those payments
- Identify dates of travel and destination(s)
- Identify vehicles that HAGER can use for meets and conduct enquiries to see if they are located
elsewhere than in Wellington
PROGRESS
Other charges on the credit card include :

Wpchrg.Com $26 US
From google searces this is for wordpress services in the US (generally relating to
blogs)
29/09/2014 RSBE65
Information request sent to Westpac Bank for bank records from December 2013 up
to May 2014 (Currently we only have records for May 2014 - August 2014). This is to
establish any other flights booked around the time of the hacking and book release.
29/09/2014 RSBE65
Contacted Air NZ fraud dept (
). They will give information with an
information request form (no production order required).
He said to email info request to officialinfo@airnz.co.nz.
29/09/2014 RSBE65
Airport Police advise the following contact for Jet Star:
Duty Manager for Jet Star
Called at 1330hrs - Straight to voicemail
10/10/2014 RSBE65
Information request emailed to officialinfo@airnz.co.nz for information on HAGER's
domestic travel.
13/10/2014 RSBE65
Jetstar call centre provide

as their government agencies contact
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 25
Description: WHALEOIL site
Status: ACTIONED
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

jtab35 (Joseph Teo)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
30/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
One of the compromises for Cameron Slater appears to be the Whaleoil blog site when it was hosted in
the US.
This is because the hacker appears to have access to the IP addresses of persons contributing to the
site.
To Do:
Make enquiries with the US host of that site in an attempt to identify the compromise and the identity or
location of the hacker.
PROGRESS
Update JTAB35 30/09/2014
Phone enquiry with www.linode.com 001-609-380-7100
The service provider does not hold any logs relating to Denial of service attacks as they are attacked on
a daily basis.
Linode provide the physical infrastructure and a virtual private server for a person to host a website.
Once the account is closed with Linode, they delete the VPS and data is lost. They do not keep
backups.
A person can copy the VPS data over the internet if required though to preserve the data.
Any data relating to the website being accessed or attacked will be kept on the VPS.
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 26
Description: INTERNET TRAFFIC
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

rsbe65 (Rachelle Smith)

Squad:

2IC

GENERAL INVESTIGATION
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
30/09/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
SLATER has stated in his complaint statement that he believes his e-mails and facebook were
compromised over an haour and a half period on the 2nd March 2014:
To Do:
Contact ISP's in New Zealand to establish if there are any IP addresses that had a specific peak in
e-mail type data over that time period which was via the TOR network.
PROGRESS
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NZ Police - RESTRICTED - Criminal Investigation Database
General Access
Thursday 22/01/2015
Operation Name: ORACLE
Directive Number: 27
Description: SEARCH WARRANT
Status: ACTIVE
Source IR: 1
Assigned To:
External Target:
Type:
Assigned by:

sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Squad:

2IC

PERSON ENQUIRY
sbar61 (Simon Beal)

Class:
on:

IMMEDIATE
15/10/2014

INSTRUCTIONS
Prepare Search Warrant for the home address and any other known address for Nicky HAGER.
HAGER has openly admitted personally knowing and contacting the source frequently.
Despite claims of return of items it is believed there will be hard copy or electronic data linking back to
the hacker within HAGER's control.
Ensure Search Warrant is legally sound and that Legal Section review the warrant prior to swearing
out.
Journalistic Privilege to be considered.
PROGRESS
Search warrant executed 2/10/2014.
Computers, thumb drives, i-pod, dictaphone all recovered with numerous items of paperwork.
Journalistic privilege claimed and Auckland High Court holds the exhibits at this point in time.
Only exhibit that no privilege is claimed over ifs the phone of daughter
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